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ABSTRACT 
The journal América (Mexico City, 1940-1960) was founded as a leftist monthly focused 
on politically uniting Latin American and exiled Spanish youth and, by the end of its print 
life, was a semifrequent literary anthology sponsored by the Mexican government’s 
Secretaria de Educación Pública, publishing the early-career writings of Juan Rulfo, 
Rosario Castellanos, Rodolfo Usigli, and more. Despite its literary historical importance, 
the journal’s issues are not digitized nor are their contents publicly available; further, 
there is no library or archive that holds a complete collection of América’s issues. This 
index and editorial history catalogues the contents of sixty-nine of América’s seventy-
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Por la época en que Efrén [Hernández] entró a América trabajaba con nosotros en 
alguna oficina de gobierno un hombre silencioso. A Efrén, de mirarle el rostro, se 
le ocurrió pensar que escribía en secreto. “Nadie supiera nada acerca de su sus 
inéditos empeños”, relataría más tardé Efrén, “si yo no, un día, pienso que por 
ventura, adivinara en su traza externa algo que lo delataba; y no lo instara hasta 
con terquedad, primero, a que me confesara su vocación, enseguida, a que me 
mostrara sus trabajos, y, a la postre, a no seguir destruyendo”. Ya con el primero 
de esos trabajos en la mano, me dijo Efrén: “Conquisté para América una nuevo 
colaborador; se llama Juan Rulfo”.  1
 From 1940 to 1960, the Mexican political and literary journal América published 
the writings of a number of great Latin American writers—whether they were unknown 
at the time, like the “silent man” who turned out to be the great modernist Juan Rulfo, or 
already well-recognized across the region, like the diplomat and poet Pablo Neruda. Over 
its twenty-year run, América published stories by Sergio Magaña, Elías Nandino, and 
Rulfo; essays by Germán Arciniegas and David Alfaro Siqueiros; poems by Jorge Cuesta, 
Octavio Paz, Gabriela Mistral, and Neruda; interviews with Rosario Castellanos, Alfonso 
Reyes, and Igor Stravinsky; and much more, turning the pages of América into a meeting 
point for artists from Latin America and beyond. The journal influenced critical 
transformations in twentieth-century Mexican literature, publishing the early-career 
 Marco Antonio Millán, La invención de sí mismo, ed. Daniel González Dueñas and Alejandro 1
Toledo (Mexico City: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, 2009), 83; “At the time that 
Efrén [Hernández] joined América there was a silent man who worked with us in the same 
government office. It occurred to Efrén, after looking him in the face, that he wrote in secret. 
‘Nobody would know anything about his unpublished efforts,’ Efrén would later tell us, ‘if not for 
me, one day, I think luckily, seeing that there was something in his external appearance that gave 
him away; and if not for me pressing him stubbornly to, first, confess his vocation, and next, to 
show me his work, and finally, to not continue with destroying it.’ With the first of these works in 
hand, Efrén told me: ‘I won over a new contributor for América; his name is Juan Rulfo.’” All 
translations to English are my own.
1
writings of Castellanos, Rodolfo Usigli, Efraín Huerta, and many others, and stands now 
as a historical record of mid-twentieth century Mexican cultural production: 
esta revista, una de las revistas mexicanas que durante más tiempo se publicó, 
ofrece un amplio espectro del quehacer literario del México de mediados del 
siglo XX y se constituye como un referente inevitable en el estudio de la 
literatura y la cultura mexicana de mediados del siglo XX. Por el tiempo que se 
publicó, los participantes y las obras que se imprimieron de modo príncipe en sus 
páginas, la revista América es la revista cultural mexicana más importante 
publicada entre la aparición de la revista Contemporáneos en los años ’30 y la 
revista Vuelta dirigida por Octavio Paz en los años ’70 y ’80.  2
 América’s literary historical significance is owed to both its endurance and its 
contributors’ endurance—in its twenty years of publication it published writers whose 
works continue to sustain interest in the twenty-first century. In its influence and 
longevity América is like Sur, the renowned Argentinean literary journal founded by 
Victoria Ocampo and published from 1931 to 1970. In his 1986 study of Sur, John King 
explains that while in Argentina “most magazines only lasted for a few years or, in some 
cases, a few issues,” Sur’s financial stability and its contributions from renowned Latin 
American writers allowed it to publish long enough to “have an important influence on 
 Alberto Pérez-Amador Adam, “Proyecto: Recopilación, digitalización y estudio de la revista 2
América (1940-1960)” (research proposal, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, Iztapalapa, 
April 20, 2010), 5, http://csh.izt.uam.mx/sistemadivisional/SDIP/proyectos/archivos_rpi/
pel_34177_686_Presentación+Revista+América.pdf; “this journal, one of the longest-running 
Mexican journals, offers a broad spectrum of the literary goings-on of the Mexico of the mid-
twentieth century and stands as an inevitable point of reference in the study of the literature and 
culture of Mexico in the mid-twentieth century. Because of the time of its publication, its 
participants, and the works that were printed for the first time in its pages, the journal América is 
the most important Mexican cultural journal published between the appearance of the journal 
Contemporáneos in the ’30s and the journal Vuelta run by Octavio Paz in the ’70s and ’80s.”
2
several generations.”  América, too, stands out among the short-lived literary periodicals 3
of its country with its twenty years of publication. In Merlin H. Forster’s 1966 index of 
sixteen Mexican “literary and cultural journals which began and completed publication 
during the general period from 1920 to 1960,”  the longest publication run catalogued is 4
the four years of Estaciones (from Spring 1956 to Winter 1960, producing twenty issues 
total); even a journal as influential as Contemporáneos published only for three and a half 
years (June 1928-December 1932, producing forty-three issues total). The length of 
América’s publication run is as extraordinary as the enduring notability of contributors. 
 Despite its influence on Mexican letters since its mid-twentieth century 
publication, “la revista América no ha sido estudiada”  and is cited infrequently in 5
scholarship on its many influential contributors. The reason, Alberto Pérez-Amador 
Adam wrote in a 2010 project proposal to digitize the journal’s contents, “es sencilla: no 
se ha hecho ninguna edición facsimilar, no existe ningún repositorio nacional que la 
posea completa, y en general, en las bibliotecas mexicanas tan sólo se encuentran 
números sueltos.”  It appears that Pérez-Amador Adam’s project did not come to fruition; 6
ten years since his assessment of the difficulties faced by those wishing to study América, 
 John King, Sur: A Study of the Argentine Literary Journal and its Role in the Development of a 3
Culture, 1931-1970 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 1.
 Merlin H. Forster, An Index to Mexican Literary Periodicals (New York: Scarecrow Press, 4
1966), 5.
 Pérez-Amador Adam, “Proyecto,” 6; “the journal América has not been studied.”5
 Pérez-Amador Adam, “Proyecto,” 6; “is simple: there has been no facsimile edition made, there 6
exists no national repository that possesses a complete collection, and in general, in Mexican 
libraries one only finds loose issues.”
3
little has changed. As of December 2019, the journal’s issues are not digitized nor are 
their contents publicly available, and there remains no library or archive that holds a 
complete collection of América’s seventy-four issues. 
 The dearth of information on América's contents and editorial history 
disadvantages all scholars of twentieth-century Mexican literature and culture. With no 
index to the journal’s issues, its contents are either unknown to scholars or prohibitively 
difficult to locate, as only some archives and libraries with holdings of América have 
catalogued the particular issues they hold. The situation is similar to that of Victorian 
journals in 1968, as described by Walter E. Houghton upon creating his The Wellesley 
Index to Victorian Periodicals: “Victorian journals have been neglected because, in good 
part, the maps which the scholar needs in order to explore such a large, uncharted 
territory have not been available.”  The América index is an attempt to map to the 7
contents of América for scholarly use. 
 The América index differs in scale from The Wellesley Index, which catalogues 
the contents of thirty-five to forty different Victorian periodicals. However, despite 
limiting itself to the contents of only one periodical, the América index lists all the 
contents of the issues it catalogues (Houghton does not include poetry in his index, a lack 
that Natalie M. Houston, Lindsy Lawrence, and April Patrick addressed with their 
 Walter E. Houghton, “The Wellesley Index: Uses and Problems,” Victorian Periodicals 7
Newsletter 1, no. 1 (January 1968): 13-15.
4
Periodical Poetry Index).  Of Houghton’s four objectives in creating The Wellesley Index, 8
two could apply usefully to the indexing of América. The first is “to make a bibliography 
of the periodical writings of every contributor under his name,”  as the present América 9
index does, offering a valuable resource to to scholars of Latin American, and especially 
Mexican, authors whose particular contributions to América are uncatalogued or not 
included in author bibliographies.  
 The second of Houghton’s objectives that could apply to América is “to give 
tables of contents for each periodical”—or, in this case, each issue— a task Houghton 
described as doubly useful to scholars: “In this way scholars in libraries that do not own a 
given periodical can gain access to almost all of its contents. Moreover, it becomes 
possible […] to gauge the contemporary points of interest for a particular year or a series 
of years.”  Though the América index is presently organized alphabetically by author, 10
and not chronologically by issue, in the future, it could take the form of a “relational 
database” like the Periodical Poetry Index created by Houston, Lawrence, and Patrick, 
which because of its digital presentation “not only provides access to bibliographic 
citations … but also goes beyond the chronological or alphabetically organized citation 
list of a static bibliography to allow users to ask different questions about the data.”  If 11
 Natalie M. Houston, Lindsy Lawrence, and April Patrick, “Bibliographic Databases and ‘The 8
Golden Stream’: Constructing the Periodical Poetry Index,” Victorian Review 38, no. 2 (Fall 
2012): 69-80.
 Houghton, “The Wellesley Index,” 13.9
 Houghton, “The Wellesley Index,” 13.10
 Houston, Lawrence, and Patrick, “Bibliographic Databases,” 70.11
5
digitally presented, entries in the América index could be organized chronologically, by 
genre, and alphabetically, by author surname or title. 
 The index is preceded by a brief overview of América’s publication and editorial 
history. The journal started in 1940 as a leftist monthly focused on politically uniting 
Latin American and exiled Spanish youth, and, in 1948, became a literary anthology 
officially sponsored by the Mexican government’s Secretaria de Educación Pública (SEP; 
the Secretariat of Public Education) that published no more than three issues annually. 
Though the early journal published some literary works alongside its political contents, 
the percentage of poems, short stories, and literary critical essays per issue grew 
markedly after the change from leftist Pan-American political monthly to Mexican-state-
supported literary anthology.  
 The editorial history, too, aims to address an understudied area of periodical and 
literary historical studies. King, in writing his study of Sur, commented that his work 
“evolved, to a large extent, in a critical vacuum”: “There have been no substantial 
accounts written of literary magazines in Latin America, and few studies exist of their 
European and North American counterparts.”  Following the example of Francis 12
Mulhern’s index and study of the journal Scrutiny,  which “pays attention to the 13
magazine as history and as text,” King writes that “Sur should not just be treated as an 
anthology that came out every month or two, but rather as a process – with its own 
 King, Sur, 1.12
 Francis Mulhern, The Moment of ‘Scrutiny’ (London: New Left Books, 1979).13
6
internal history and conflicts – which developed in a certain political and cultural 
setting.”  The same can be said for América, a journal whose history tells not only the 14
story of a twenty-year period of Mexican literary engagement, but also a story of 
Mexican government-sponsored artistic production in the mid-twentieth century. 
 Though this history of América does not match King’s study of Sur in length or 
volume of resources, its aim—as with the index—is to provide scholars with an entry 
point for continued study of América and its contents, reviving interest in the journal and 
encouraging libraries and archives to digitize or catalogue their holdings. 
 King, Sur, 1.14
7
Toward an Index and History of América: Limitations and Methodology 
Limitations to creating an index and history of América 
 The América index and history are informed by holdings of América in library 
and archive collections in Mexico City—at El Colegio de México’s Biblioteca Daniel 
Cosío Villegas, the Biblioteca Nacional de México, and the Biblioteca Nacional de 
Antropología e Historia—and the University of Texas at Austin’s Benson Latin American 
collection. Between these four repositories, sixty-nine of the journal’s seventy-four issues 
are accessible for viewing. The unlocated five issues, whose contents are not included in 
the index, are 3 (October 1940), 15 (August 1942), 38 (April 1945), 46 (January, 
February, or March 1946), and 54 (August or September 1947). It is possible to 
determine the exact publication month of three of these five, and estimate a range of 
publication months for the others, by using information from the issues preceding and 
following the missing issues. Unfortunately, the present index and history lacks 
information from these five issues. Other archives and library collections in Mexico and 
internationally may hold them, but as of December 2019, they are not listed in any 
catalogued holdings of América. 
 Of the missing issues, 38 and 54 may provide further information on América’s 
turn from political journal to literary anthology. Issue 38 is the first of a two-part run 
dedicated to the contemporary Mexican short story, published while the journal was still a 
political monthly. Issue 54 published in the time between the political journal’s run (1-53) 
and the literary journal’s run (55-74); without viewing it, it is difficult to say whether it is 
8
the first of the literary journal or the last of the political journal. According to a citation in 
Sergio López Mena’s Los caminos de la creación en Juan Rulfo,  issue 54’s subtitle 15
remained Tribuna de la Democracia as it was in issue 53, which might indicate that it 
was the last issue of América as a political periodical. However, with its inclusion of a 
Rulfo short story, and its status as the only issue published in 1947—the first year of 
Miguel Alemán Valdés’s presidency—issue 54 might also have been the first issue to 
center literary publication in the interest of attracting state financial support. 
 This editorial history is largely informed by information supplied by América’s 
own pages: changes to preliminary leaves (the general title page and masthead, 
especially), the proportion of literary and political inclusions in each issue, the 
disappearance of past (or creation of new) features, and the editorial notes and statements 
over the journal’s twenty years. Other sources of information on its publication history 
are scarce; if there is a collection of the journal’s administrative communication in the 
Secretaria de Educación Pública’s archive held at the Mexican Archivo General de la 
Nación, it is not identified within their catalogue.  
 América’s longtime director, Marco Antonio Millán, provides an account of the 
journal’s history in a 1963 speech, one in a series of talks on the literary journals of 
Mexico, sponsored and later published in written form by the Departamento de Literatura 
del Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes (Department of Literature of the Institute of Fine 
 Sergio López Mena, Los caminos de la creación en Juan Rulfo (Mexico City: Universidad 15
Autónoma de México, 1993), 131.
9
Arts).  This account, given only three years after the journal published its final issue, 16
overlaps in part with a section about América in Millán’s memoir written in 1987, La 
invención de sí mismo.  Millán’s memoir’s account of América, however, strays often 17
from what can be verified by the journal itself. In it, Millán claims that he served as 
editor from issue 13 to issue 80,  but the journal’s last issue was 74; he implies that the 18
subtitle “Revista antológica” came to the journal at the start of his time on the staff (issue 
13)  when, in actuality, it did not appear on the journal’s pages until issue 55; his account 19
of Efrén Hernández’s involvement in the final issues of the journal  does not match what 20
the mastheads for those same issues state about Hernández’s place on the editorial staff. 
These factual inaccuracies do not appear in the 1963 speech text, though Millán used full 
sentences, verbatim, from the speech in his memoir. Because the 1963 text does not make 
claims about América that its pages contradict, this history favors the speech as a source 
on América’s editorial history. While the additions to Millán’s account of América in his 
memoir provide unique insights—like the revelation that contributions from “Till 
Ealling” were by Efrén Hernández writing under a pen name,  or the entertaining 21
 Marco Antonio Millán, “América – Revista Antológica,” in Las revistas literarias de México, 16
volume 2 (Mexico City: Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes, Departamento de Literatura, 1963): 
113-135.
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo. Millán wrote his memoir in 1987 and revised it in 1995, but 17
it did not publish until 2009 (as edited by Daniel Gonzalez Duenas and Alejandro Toledo).
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 51.18
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 49.19
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 73.20
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 72-73.21
10
anecdotes about famed contributors like Rulfo, Neruda, and Castellanos—their claims 
must be corroborated by the journal's pages whenever possible. 
 In the future, the América index could be improved in three ways. First, access to 
the five missing issues would allow for the index’s completion and may provide more 
insight into the journal’s turn to exclusively literary publication. Second, as mentioned 
earlier, if the index was presented digitally as a “relational database,” scholars could 
manipulate the presentation of data to best meet their research needs. Finally, expanded 
index notes could provide further information about the works indexed that might be 
relevant to a scholar but not inherent in the work’s title. For example, an expanded note to 
the entry for Manuel Altolaguirre’s “Poemas mexicanos” in issue 58 would explain that 
this work is a series of seven poems, numbered I-VII, with three titled and four untitled; it 
would then give titles or first lines for each of the seven poems.  The notes could also 22
name a book being reviewed in an essay that does not mention it in its title, give the 
number of acts in a work of drama, or identify the person addressed by an elegiac essay. 
Unfortunately, such notes are beyond the scope of this project, as providing them would 
have significantly increased the amount of time spent consulting the journal's issues in 
archive and library holdings in Mexico City and Austin, Texas. 
The index: data provided, terms used, and presentational principles 
 Manuel Altolaguirre, “Poemas mexicanos,” América: Revista antológica, no. 58 (November/22
December 1948).
11
 Index entries provide the title of each published work (as it appears on the text 
page), the contributor (author or artist) name, the generic category or categories to which 
it belongs, the numbered issue of its publication in América (and the month/year of that 
issue, as given in the issue’s front matter), and further notes, which: describe any 
discrepancies between the information in the index entry and the journal’s Table of 
Contents (e.g. contributor name and/or work title, or a lack of inclusion in the Table of 
Contents); give more information on the work as gleaned from its presentation in the 
journal or accompanying editorial notes (e.g. its having been a reproduction of a speech 
already given, its status as a fragment of an as-yet unpublished greater work, or relevant 
co-author, translator, or interviewer names); and identify the work’s inclusion in special 
features or sections. The index is organized alphabetically by contributors’ last names; the 
entries under a contributor with multiple contributions are organized chronologically. 
 Because América published visual art as well as a number of different types of 
text, when a general term is needed this introduction and history uses the word “work” 
for what published in the journal (whether an artistic work, a literary work, a transcription 
of a speech, or otherwise); likewise, the word “contributor” is meant to emcompass all 
those whose works published in América (authors, artists, government officials, and so 
on). In physically describing the journal, the index uses the following terms as defined by 
John Carter’s ABC for Book Collectors (revised by Nicolas Barker): “colophon,” 
12
“divisional title,” “general title,” “inset,” “preliminary leaves,” and “upper cover.”  The 23
term “text page” is used to describe the page of the journal upon which a work appears, 
often to distinguish between the presentation of a title or contributor name there and in 
the Table of Contents. 
 Often, a contributor publishes multiple works in the same issue of América—most 
frequently, these works are poems presented on the same page or spread of pages. When 
the titles to multiple works are given individually in the Table of Contents, the América 
index groups them in one entry, using a forward slash to separate the titles. Sometimes 
the Table of Contents title and text page groups multiple works under a single title like 
“Amor y cielo: Cinco sonetos” (“Love and heaven: Five sonnets”) —in such cases, the 24
individual works’ titles are not provided in the index entry. When titles come in two parts, 
sometimes both parts appear in the Table of Contents separated by a dash, but sometimes 
only one part is provided in the Table of Contents.  For consistency, two-part titles are 25
provided in the index whether or not both parts appear in the Table of Contents, with a 
colon separating the two parts; this follows the decision to present titles in the index as 
they appear on the text page rather than in the Table of Contents. 
 John Carter, ABC for Book Collectors, 6th ed., revised by Nicolas Barker (New Castle: Oak 23
Knoll Books, 1992).
 Francisco Giner de los Ríos, “Amor y cielo: Cinco sonetos,” América: Revisa antológica, no. 24
62 (January 1950).
 For example, the article published by René Avilés in issue 40 appears in two parts on the text 25
page (“En torno de Francia de la URSS y de Mexico: ¿Comprendeis ahora queridos 
compatriotas?”) but the Table of Contents provides “¿Comprendeis ahora queridos 
compatriotas?” only.
13
 In their statement on making an index of the American Bar Association Journal, 
the American Bar Association describes the “real problems”  presented by a task as 26
seemingly straightforward as alphabetization. One of their examples is relevant to the 
América index: 
Everyone knows that the particles “a”, “an” and “the” are ignored for 
alphabetical purposes, but foreign surnames that contain prepositions are more of 
a puzzle. The general rule, again which we have followed, is to ignore the 
preposition. Thus, we have “Bustamente, Antonio Sanchez de” under the letter 
“B”, not “De Bustamente, Antonio Sanchez” under “D”. The confusion is not 
helped in the least by the fact that the general rule is to consider the preposition 
part of the surname when the name has been anglicized . . .  27
In the case of the América index, surnames beginning with a preposition are not “foreign” 
to a Mexican journal with a pan-American contributorship, and the names are not 
“anglicized” by their mere inclusion in an index written in English (other than the direct 
quotations from editorial notes and titles). The América index follows the same “general 
rule” of alphabetizing according to the name following the preposition, but groups the 
preposition with the surname so as to not needlessly split a contributors surname in two 
(and misleadingly group it with first and middle names). Therefore, “de Alba, Pedro” is 
alphabetized among A surnames, but not presented as “Alba, Pedro de.” 
 Many of the titles of works published in América are presented in all-uppercase 
letters both on the Table of Contents and on the text page, and because of this 
capitalization, lack their appropriate diacritical marks. The index uses standard Spanish 
 American Bar Association, “On Making an Index,” American Bar Association Journal 57, no. 6 26
(June 1971): 571.
 American Bar Association, “On Making an Index,” 571.27
14
capitalization  for all titles and thus adds diacritical marks where needed. It also corrects 28
misspellings (of titles, names, or in the quotations provided in the notes). Where a 
misspelling may prove significant to study of a work or author, it is provided in the notes; 
for example, the index notes that América frequently spelled the author Syra Alonso’s 
first name as “Cira,” information that may prove useful to scholars researching criticism 
of Alonso contemporary with her América publications. 
The index: on generic classification 
 From issue 56 through issue 74 (excluding issue 70), works published in América 
are generically classified under section titles given in each issue's Table of Contents: 
Poesía (Poetry), Ensayo (Essay), Crítica (Criticism), Novela - Cuento (Novel - Story), 
Teatro (Theatre), and Gráficas (Graphic Art). Not all categories appear in every issue’s 
Table of Contents. “Novela” and “Cuento” are always put together on the Table of 
Contents as a single generic title (sometimes as Novela - Cuento, sometimes as Cuento - 
Novela), except in the final issue (74) when one piece of fiction was published and was 
listed under “Novela” only in the Table of Contents. “Ensayo” and “Crítica” sometimes 
headed separate sections in the Table of Contents, but sometimes they were combined 
(into “Ensayo - Crítica” or “Crítica - Ensayo”). In the final issue (74), “Ensayo” was 
combined with “Artículos” (Articles), creating a generic title of “Ensayos - Articulos.” To 
 Spanish capitalizes only the first letter of the first word of a title and select proper nouns—28
adjective forms of capitalized proper nouns are presented in all-lowercase letters.
15
classify the contents of América generically, the index uses all of the categories provided 
in the Table of Contents from issue 56 onward—Poetry, Essay, Criticism, Novel, Story, 
Theatre, and Graphic Art—as well as some additional categories: Fiction, Book excerpt, 
Speech, Article, Interview, and Note. 
 The index classifies works from issues 56-74 as determined by the issue’s Table 
of Contents, unless there is a more precise category under which to classify the work or a 
relevant second category to add. These additional categories and refined classifications, 
as well as the generic classification of works published in issues 1 through 55, are 
conclusions reached during an archival review of the journal’s pages.  On the few 29
occasions in which a work is difficult to classify—when, for example, what seems a 
personal essay could also be a short story written in the first-person, and there is no 
editorial note stating whether or not it is a work of fiction—a postulated classification is 
provided within square brackets. 
 For contents published after issue 55, the index does not separate Essay and 
Criticism when the issue’s Table of Contents does not, classifying the works listed under 
“Ensayo - Crítica” as “Essay/Criticism” in the index. Novel excerpts and short stories are 
classified as distinct categories, but because such categories of fictional writing are 
difficult to distinguish from one another, all fictional prose is classified as “Fiction” with 
a second classification of “Novel excerpt” or “Story.” A work is classified as a “Novel 
 Issue 70’s Table of Contents did not categorize its works generically; generic classifications for 29
this issue are determined in the same manner as for issues 1-55.
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excerpt” when an editorial note states that it is taken from a novel, published or 
unpublished, and all other short fiction is classified as “Story,” with the awareness that 
what may appear (and may have been conceived and published) as a story could 
eventually have become part of a novel. If a piece of nonfictional writing or poem is 
noted as an excerpt from a book, the secondary classification of “Book excerpt” is added 
to the generic classification of the work. 
 Prior to issue 56, the journal mostly published nonfictional works on topics 
outside of the literary: political and scholarly essays, news items, interviews, statements 
given by political individuals and organizations, and transcriptions or scripts of orally-
given speeches. The early Tables of Contents often indicated the literary inclusions by 
glossing the work’s genre—replacing its title with the phrase “a story by” or “a poem by” 
prior to the contributor name. For these issues, the index classifies nonfictional works as 
Review, Interview, Speech, Article, or Note. 
 “Review” applies to book reviews, film reviews, and art reviews, though 
sometimes an extended essay focusing centrally on just one work may fall under “Essay,” 
“Criticism,” or “Article.” A work classified as an “Interview” with two interlocutors is 
entered twice in the index, once for the interviewer and once for the interviewee. 
Speeches were often published the early issues of América, usually accompanied by an 
editorial note. Sometimes the note indicates that the text published is only an excerpt of a 
full speech; sometimes that the text was provided to the journal prior to the speech’s 
utterance; sometimes that the text is a transcription of a speech which has already been 
17
given aloud. The index uses the classification “Speech” for all of these different forms of 
textually presented speeches, but whenever possible, the index note provides the 
accompanying editorial commentary explaining the purpose, place, and date of utterance 
of the speech, and the provenance of its written form. Because prior to issue 56 most 
works published in América were nonfictional, the index uses the word “Article” for a 
general category of nonfictional writing—which includes essay and criticism—published 
prior to the journal’s own generic classification of such writings as “Essay” and/or 
“Criticism” in the Table of Contents. 
 Sometimes, members of the editorial staff or advisory board provide a short 
introductory note to a work in the issue, summarize or comment on a news item or 
recently published books, or provide commentary on a special section or recurring 
feature. When such works have a title of their own or are listed in the Table of Contents, 
they receive an index entry and the generic classification of “Note.” Notes are distinct 
from Articles in that they do not often take more than one page, and are usually either 
written in reference to something else within the issue, or to deliver news on politics, 
contributors, and recent publications without clear critical judgement or argument. Short 
editorial notes that do not receive a title or entry in the Table of Contents come both in 
signed and unsigned forms and can be found anywhere on the page—under a byline, 
leading into a title, as a short introductory blurb, as a line of text at the end of the work. 
They are referenced or quoted in the index notes when they shed light on the work or the 
editors’ motive to include it in the journal, but do not receive index entries of their own. 
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América 1940-1960: A Chronology of the Mexican Literary Periodical 
1940 
August: Issue 1 of América: Revista mensual / Órgano de la juventud 
hispanoamericana publishes. Roberto Guzmán Araujo is President, Agustín 
Rodríguez Ochoa is Director, and Juan B. Climent Beltrán is Sub-director. 
Alfonso Reyes is a member of the Consejo de Colaboración (Editorial Advisory 
Board). 
September: Issue 2 publishes. 
October: Issue 3 publishes.  30
November: Issue 4 publishes. The subtitle is changed to Revista mensual / 
Tribuna del pensamiento continental democrático. 
1941 
January: Issue 5 publishes. The subtitle is changed to Revista mensual / Tribuna 
de la democracia. 
March: Issue 6 publishes. Final appearance of the Sección Indoamericana 
(included in issues 1-6). 
April: Issue 7 publishes. 
June: Issue 8 publishes. 
July: Issue 9 publishes. 
August: Issue 10 publishes. 
 Five issues were not consulted in the making of this history and index: 3, 15, 38, 46, and 54.30
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September: Issue 11 publishes. 
October: Issue 12 publishes. 
1942 
June: Issue 13 publishes. The subtitle is changed to Revista mensual / Tribuna de 
las democracias. Marco Antonio Millán joins the journal staff as Secretario de 
redacción (Editorial Assistant). 
July: Issue 14 publishes. 
August: Issue 15 publishes. 
September/October: Issue 16 publishes. 
December: Issue 17 publishes. 
1943 
May: Issue 18 publishes. 
July: Issue 19 publishes. Alfonso Reyes leaves position as a member of the 
Consejo de Colaboración (1-18) and does not take another position. The subtitle 
is changed back to Revista mensual / Tribuna de la democracia on the journal’s 
upper cover page. 
September: Issue 20 publishes. 
October: Issue 21 publishes. 
November/December: Issue 22 publishes. 
1944 
January: Issue 23 publishes. 
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Feburary: Issue 24 publishes. 
March: Issue 25 publishes. This issue is dedicated entirely to “la joven poesía 
mexicana” (young Mexican poetry). 
April: Issue 26 publishes. 
May: Issue 27 publishes. 
June: Issue 28 publishes. 
July: Issue 29 publishes. Agustín Rodríguez Ochoa leaves position as Director 
(1-28) and joins Consejo de Colaboración. Marco Antonio Millán leaves position 
as Secretario de Redacción (13-28) and becomes Director. 
August: Issue 30 publishes. 
September: Issue 31 publishes. 
October: Issue 32 publishes. 
November: Issue 33 publishes. 
December: Issue 34 publishes. 
1945 
January: Issue 35 publishes. 
February: Issue 36 publishes. 
March: Issue 37 publishes. 
April: Issue 38 publishes. This issue, in combination with issue 39, is entirely 
dedicated to the contemporary Mexican short story. 
May: Issue 39 publishes. 
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June: Issue 40 publishes. 
July: Issue 41 publishes. 
August: Issue 42 publishes. 
September: Issue 43 publishes. 
October: Issue 44 publishes. 
December: Issue 45 publishes. 
1946 
[January, February, or March]: Issue 46 publishes. 
April: Issue 47 publishes. 
June: Issue 48 publishes. Efrén Hernández joins Consejo de Colaboración, as 
does Margarita Michelena. 
July: Issue 49 publishes. 
August: Issue 50 publishes. 
September: Issue 51 publishes. 
October: Issue 52 publishes. 
December: Issue 53 publishes. 
1947 
[August or September]: Issue 54 publishes.  31
 Though issue 54 was not located for consultation in the construction of this index and history, a 31
bibliography entry in Sergio López Mena’s Los caminos de la creación en Juan Rulfo cites 
Rulfo’s story “Es que somos muy pobres” as having appeared in América: Tribuna de la 
democracia issue 54. López Mena gives the date of 30 August 1947 for this issue; his 
bibliographic entries for other issues of América in which Rulfo’s stories appeared conform to the 
journal’s practice of providing a month of publication, rather than a singular date.
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1948 
February: Issue 55 publishes. The subtitle is changed to Revista antológica de la 
literatura. Juan Rulfo joins the Consejo de Colaboración. 
June: Issue 56 publishes. The subtitle is changed to Revista antológica. An 
editorial note explains that the journal is now “publicada bajo el patrocinio 
directo”  (“published under the direct patronage”) of the Departamento de 32
Divulgación de la Secretaria de Educación Pública (Department of Dissemination 
of the Secretariat of Public Education; SEP), and a not on the journal’s general 
title page says it is edited by the same department. 
September: Issue 57 publishes. 
November/December: Issue 58 publishes. General title page reads “EPOCA 
NUEVA” (“NEW EPOCH”) starting with this issue and through issue 62. 
1949 
February: Issue 59 publishes. 
May: Issue 60 publishes. Juan Bautista Climent leaves position as Sub-director 
(1-59, 62) and joins Consejo de Colaboración. Efrén Hernández leaves position 
on Consejo de Colaboración (48-59, 62) and becomes Sub-director. 
August: Issue 61 publishes. 
1950 
 Editorial note, América: Revista antológica, no. 56 (June 1948).32
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January: Issue 62 publishes. Efrén Hernández is listed on Consejo de 
Colaboración and Juan Bautista Climent is listed as Sub-director again. This may 
be a printing error, the result of using an outdated masthead plate. 
June: Issue 63 publishes. Juan Bautista Climent’s name does not appear on the 
masthead. Efrén Hernández is listed as Sub-director again. 
December: Issue 64 publishes. 
1951 
April: Issue 65 publishes. Efrén Hernández’s title on masthead changes from 
Sub-director (60-61, 63-64) to Co-director. Marco Antonio Millán’s title remains 
Director. 
August: Issue 66 publishes. 
1952 
July: Issue 67 publishes. 
1953 
March: Issue 68 publishes. 
1954 
March: Issue 69 publishes. Roberto Guzmán Araujo’s title on masthead changes 
from Presidente (1-68) to Fundador. 
1955 
No issues published. 
1956 
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September: Issue 70 publishes. The journal no longer indicates it is receiving 
financial support from the SEP, and “Época V” (“Epoch V”) is printed on the 
upper cover and general title page from this issue through issue 72. Former 
Director Agustín Rodríguez Ochoa leaves Consejo de Colaboración (29-69). Juan 
Rulfo leaves Consejo de Colaboración (55-69). Salomón de la Selva joins 
Consejo de Colaboración. 
1957 
April: Issue 71 publishes. 
August/September/October: Issue 72 publishes. Efrén Hernández and Roberto 
Guzmán Araujo are listed together under the masthead title Presidentes. (Roberto 
Guzmán Araujo is no longer listed as Fundador [70-71] and Efrén Hernández is 
no longer listed as Co-director [65-71].) Marco Antonio Millán’s title changes 
from Director (29-71) to Director general. Eduardo Cataño joins masthead as 
Director editorial. 
1958 
January: Death of Efrén Hernandez. 
No issues published. 
1959 
February: Death of Salomón de la Selva. 
September/October: Issue 73 publishes. The journal indicates it receives financial 
support from the SEP again, and “Época Nueva” (New Epoch) is printed on the 
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upper cover and general title page through last issue. Margarita Michelena leaves 
the Consejo de Colaboración (48-72). 
1960 
March: Issue 74 publishes. 
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América (1940-1960): A Brief History of the Journal as Political Monthly and 
Literary Anthology 
 In his 1959 bibliography of Latin American literary periodicals, Las revistas 
literarias de hispanoamerica, Boyd Carter writes: 
Una revista de la índole de América hacía falta en México. Así no vino a 
competir, ni a imitar, ni a usurpar; vino porque la llamaba una necesidad 
nacional. Faltaba entre los órganos periódicos una revista que acogiera las 
primacias de los jóvenes al igual que los frutos maduros de los escritores 
consagrados. Pasar lista de los jóvenes escritores cuyas primeras composiciones 
se dieron a la luz en América es nombrar a algunos de los escritores más 
eminentes de la presente generación [. . .] América llena un gran vacío en las 
letras de México y esperamos que no deje de llenarlo por muchos años.  33
One year before the journal’s dissolution, Carter highlights the quality and historical 
significance of América’s literary contents, which earned it high recognition in Mexican 
periodical culture. The journal’s early issues, however—from its 1940 founding until 
1948—focused on political topics and published only a few literary works in each issue. 
This brief history of América traces how the journal went from a leftist political journal 
to the famed literary anthology that Carter so praises, with attention to its contents, 
editorial aims, financial support, and the people involved in its realization over its twenty 
years of publication. 
 Boyd Carter, Las revistas literarias de Hispanoamérica: breve historia y contenido (Mexico 33
City: Ediciones de Andrea, 1959): 81-82; “a journal of América’s sort was missing in Mexico. As 
so, it did not come to compete, imitate, or usurp; it came because a national need called for it. 
What was missing among periodical publications was a journal that would welcome the debuts of 
the young just as it would the mature fruits of established writers. To look over the list of young 
writers whose first compositions were brought to light in América is to name some of the most 
eminent writers of the present generation [. . .] América fills in a great lack in Mexican letters and 
we hope it will continue to do so for many years.”
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 América’s changing subtitle illuminates how it defined its editorial focus over 
time. The cover page to issue 1, published in August 1940, presented its title and subtitle 
for the first time as in the following image: 
América, issue 1 upper cover page. The journal’s name, AMÉRICA, is followed by two more lines  
of text providing its two-part subtitle: Revista Mensual (Monthly Journal) and ÓRGANO DE LA 
JUVENTUD HISPANOAMERICANA (Organ of Hispanic-American Youth).  34
For many subsequent issues, the journal continued its claim of being a “Revista 
Mensual,” though it published a complete twelve issues in only one year (1944). At issue 
4, América’s subtitle was changed to Revista mensual / Tribuna del pensamiento 
continental democrático (Monthly Journal / Tribune of Continental Democratic 
Thought); this subtitle was, the very next issue (5), compressed to Revista mensual / 
Tribuna de la democracia (Monthly Journal / Tribune of Democracy). The journal kept 
the Revista mensual / Tribuna de la democracia subtitle through issue 54, save for a short 
run (13-18) in which democracy was pluralized: Revista mensual / Tribuna de las 
 In future references to the title and subtitle(s) of América, I use a colon after “América” to 34
represent the different type treatment of the following subtitles, and a forward slash when the 
subtitle is broken into two parts by a line break.
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democracias.  At issue 55, the journal’s design and contents changed significantly, and 35
its subtitle did also. At this point, the journal stopped claiming monthly publication and 
presented itself as América: Revista antológica de literatura (Anthological Journal of 
Literature). This subtitle was simplified in the next issue (56) to Revista antológica 
(Anthological Journal), and the journal maintained this last subtitle through its final issue. 
 The journal’s self-definition, through something as public as its subtitle, shows 
how América’s publication had two major stages—first, its time as a political journal, 
from 1940 through 1947 (issues 1-54), and next, its time as a literary journal, from 1948 
through 1960 (issues 55-74). Though from its beginning, publication was never as 
frequent as monthly, the frequency of publication did lessen after 1946—after publishing 
only one issue in 1947, América picked back up with five issues in 1948, but after that 
year the journal never published more than three issues annually. This decrease in 
publishing frequency is reasonable given the change that América underwent when it 
became a literary journal; while the political publication was usually well under one 
hundred pages, a booklet stapled or sewn together, the literary publication was a perfect-
bound book of two to three hundred pages each time. 
 Why might this have happened? At least some of reasons appear to be financial. 
Evident sources of income for the political form of the journal were single issue sales, 
subscriptions, ads, and for-hire printing services. In 1940, a single issue cost 0.60 pesos 
 The pluralized form of the subtitle did not return to the journal’s upper cover after issue 18, but 35
did appear on the masthead/Table of Contents page for issues 19-21, 24-40, and 43, an 
inconsistency that could possibly be due to the continued use of an outdated printing plate on this 
page.
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for Mexican buyers and 0.25 US dollars for international buyers. An advertisement in 
issue 4 for the printing and publishing service Unión Cultural “América” S.A. Ediciones 
y Publicaciones—“al servicio de ud. en artes gráficas” (“at your service in graphic arts”)
—gives the same office address for this print and graphic design company as the América 
editorial offices, so it seems that the journal used its office space and tools to print and/or 
design materials. These sources of income appear not to have kept the journal afloat, for 
after a significant drop in publishing frequency in 1947 (the journal published only one 
issue that year), the second issue published in 1948 (56) saw the journal’s editors 
recognize the “patronicio directo”  (“direct patronage”) it now received from the 36
Mexican Secretaria de Educación Pública (Secretariat of Public Education; SEP).  
 In his memoir, Marco Antonio Millán credits this new institutional relationship to 
the Nicaraguan poet Salomón de la Selva’s efforts: “Conoció Salomón al grupo de la 
revista América y consiguió para ésta el patrocinio de la Secretaría de Educación Pública. 
Aparte de ofrecernos pequeños agasajos, nos proporcionaba papel cuando era necesario, 
tanto para la revista como para los libros que bajo su sello imprimíamos.”  At the time, 37
 Editorial note, América, no. 56.36
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 89; “Salomón met the América journal group and sought for 37
it the sponsorship of the Secretariat of Public Education. Beyond offering us small get-togethers, 
it provided us with paper whenever necessary, for the journal as well as for the books we 
published under its imprint.” In 1940, the Mexican government founded the Productura e 
Importadora de Papel, S.A. (PIPSA), which famously controlled (by providing or withholding) 
the supply of paper for all periodical and news publications in the nation; a relationship with a 
government agency, the SEP, probably made it much easier for América to procure paper for their 
journal and book production. See Armando Zacarías, “El papel del papel de PIPSA en los medios 
mexicanos de comunicación,” Comunicación y Sociedad 25-26 (September 1995-April 1996): 
73-88.
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de la Selva was not officially on the journal’s editorial staff; he is not listed on the 
masthead until issue 70, fourteen after the SEP relationship was established (and the first 
to publish without SEP support since issue 56), and his first published works in América 
did not appear until issue 58. While it is not possible to confirm whether de la Selva 
brought together América and the SEP, it does seem that the two entities struck a bargain; 
in exchange for the financial assistance and stability brought by the government agency’s 
sponsorship, the journal left behind its explicitly political publications. The journal 
stopped printing transcripts of political speeches and editorials on current events and 
exponentially increased its publication of poems, short stories, book reviews, and essays 
on literature so that the entirety of the journal's contents were literary in nature. América 
became a Revista antológica at the same time it began to be printed at the SEP offices. 
 The editorial note in issue 56 of América that announces this new sponsor leads 
with two paragraphs on the journal’s ambitions and the assistance that it has received in 
support of its aims from contributors, editors, and readers: 
Discontinua en su realización, no siempre victoriosa de las dificultades opuestas a 
su trayectoria, y en todo momento—por un motivo o por otro—significando 
menos de los que hemos ambicionado que signifique, nuestra revista a logrado 
empero, un sitio destacado en el ámbito cultural de México. Su valía ha sido a 
menudo acentuada elogiosamente en diversas publicaciones, no sólo por cordiales 
amigos y observadores benevolentes, inclinados a conceder estímulos, sino 
también por críticos rigurosos, de cuyas satisfacción resulta difícil obtener 
constancia. No es posible, en suma, quejarse de los vientos que impelen la nave 
de nuestro signo; dicho lo anterior sin la arrogancia de los que se recrean con el 
logro de su aptitud, que tan grata condición no ha sido en manera alguna, 
exclusivo fruto de nuestro esfuerzo. 
 En efecto, espíritus excepcionales—valores reconocidos unos y fidedignas 
promesas otras—, nos han impulsado decisivamente a elevar de número en 
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número el contenido y la presentación de AMÉRICA, que limitada a sus propias 
fuerzas, pudo quedar muy por debajo del nivel que merced a tan importante 
ayuda, hoy ocupa venturosamente; ayuda representada no sólo en la entrega 
gratuita de trascendentes obras inéditas, sino abierta generosamente además, a la 
colaboración material, al consejo y a la sugerencia oportunos; a las pruebas, en 
fin, de la más acendrada amistad.  38
This note of gratitude, which hints at troubles—likely financial—that have until now 
been overcome due only to the sheer effort of the journal’s supporters, turns to the 
announcement of their new funding source: 
Nos mueve a recalcar lo apuntado, el hecho de aparecer desde ahora nuestra 
revista, publicada bajo el patrocinio directo del Departamento de Divulgación de 
la Secretaria de Educación Pública, hecho en el que consideramos entrañado un 
nuevo triunfo, que no deseamos ostentar como exclusivo, y si justicieramente 
reconocer como derivación de los méritos de nuestros colaboradores, toda vez que 
en esta obra, nuestra interveción se ha reducido a casi únicamente, atender 
simples menesteres de compilación y coordinación tipográfica. 
 Que el honor hecho por el señor licenciado Manuel Gual Vidal a esta 
publicación, al incorporarla al importante program cultural, desarrollado 
intensamente por el Departamento de Divulgación bajo el cuadado del licenciado 
Diego Tinoco Ariza, sea pues discernido en función de quienes tan 
significadamente han favorecido las páginas de AMÉRICA; que esta distinción 
sea tomada como reconocimiento y apoyo de su calidad, es nuestro más ferviente 
deseo en el pórtico de la etapa aquí iniciada, que por muchos motivos, esperamos 
 Editorial note, América, no. 56; “Discontinuous in its realization, not always victorious over the 38
difficulties that stand in the way of its trajectory, and at all time—for one reason or another—
holding less significance than we hoped it to hold, our journal has nevertheless reached an 
esteemed position in the cultural sphere of Mexico. Its value has been frequently stressed in 
various publications, not only by kind friends and benevolent onlookers, predisposed to offer 
encouragement, but also by rigorous critics, whose satisfaction it is often difficult to receive in 
writing. In sum, it is not possible to complain about the winds that propel the ship that carries our 
mark; all this is said without the arrogance of those who build themselves up with the success of 
their achievements, for this pleasant condition has not been, in any way, the exclusive fruit of our 
efforts. // In effect, exceptional spirits—some known values and some trustworthy promises—, 
have decisively driven us to elevate from issue to issue the contents and presentation of 
AMÉRICA, which, limited to its own efforts, could stay much below the level fortunately earned 
and reached by the important assistance it receives; assistance represented not only by the free 
delivery of important unpublished works, but also open material cooperation, as well as 
appropriate advice and recommendations; the proof, in short, of the purest friendship.”
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ha de cristalizar en su mayor parte, las esperanzas puestas en estas páginas desde 
su aparición primera.  39
The ceremonious recognition of past contributors and América’s communal successes 
that leads into this announcement suggests that the editors thought their leftist readers and 
contributors might be skeptical of the new América, with its sponsorship from, and 
financial dependence upon, the Mexican federal government. Whether or not this was 
intended to be read between the lines, this editorial statement in issue 56 gives the reason 
for what was evident to any regular reader of América upon opening issue 55,  the first 40
with a subtitle defining the journal as a literary periodical: something had changed. 
América’s history, then, is split into its two stages of publication: one as an independent 
political journal and one as a state-supported literary journal. This history considers both 
these forms of América and traces the evolution of the journal’s stated editorial mission, 
contents and contributors, and literary inclusions across its twenty years of publication. 
 Editorial note, América, no. 56: “We are moved to emphasize all the above due to the fact that, 39
from now on, our journal will be published under the direct patronage of the Department of 
Dissemination of the Secretariat of Public Education, a fact that carries with it what we consider a 
new triumph, which we do not wish to hold as exclusively ours, for it is just to recognize it as a 
result of the merits of our contributors, because of whom our part in this work has been 
practically reduced to the attendance to the simple chores of compilation and typographic 
organization. // May the honor given to this publication by Mr. Manuel Gual Vidal, by 
incorporating it into the Department of Dissemination headed by Mr. Diego Tinoco Ariza, be 
seen, then, as a distinction based upon those who have so meaningfully favored the pages of 
AMÉRICA; that this distinction may be taken as a recognition and support of its quality is our 
most fervent desire upon the threshold of the new stage started here, which for many reasons we 
hope will crystallize, principally, the hopes we have placed in these pages since their first 
appearance.”
 It is not evident whether issue 55, the first with the Revista antológica subtitle, received SEP 40
support. This issue, in design and content, resembles the SEP-funded literary journal more than 
the political journal; it seems possible that the new SEP affiliation was known but not yet official, 
and so the journal took on its new form but did not yet announce its new state benefactor.
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América: Tribuna de la democracia, a political journal 
 In Marco Antonio Millán’s 1963 speech about América, he explains that the 
journal’s founders Roberto Guzmán Araujo and Manuel Lerín were members and leaders 
of a group named Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas de México (The Unified Socialist 
Youth of Mexico), and their decision to found the journal was reached after conversations 
with exiled Spaniards living in Mexico after the Spanish Civil War, particularly Juan 
Bautista Climent, Tomás Ballesta, and Carlos Sáinz de la Calzada, who were themselves 
part of a Juventud Socialista Española (Spanish Socialist Youth) student group. The 
journal was created to serve as “un vehículo de difusión cultural que les permitiera 
intercambiar informaciones, ideas, estudios y proyectos tendientes a la solucion de 
problemas”  shared by both these groups. These politically sympathetic groups are not 41
mentioned in the journal’s first, unsigned editorial note in issue 1, which starts with a 
history of Spanish-American contact and ends with a statement on the journal’s editorial 
mission: 
Nuestra revista quiere ser a estos fines, el vehículo de comunicación cultural 
entre la juventud americana y española de este Continente, que vaya creando en 
el intercambio de ideas e inquietudes un régimen de compenetración espiritual 
entre ambos. 
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 114; “a vehicle of cultural dissemination that would 41
allow for an exchange of information, ideas, studies and projects aimed at solving problems.” 
Millán describes the journal’s genesis similarly in his memoir (Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 
48).
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 A estas juventudes, con la esperanza de encontrar una acogida cordial y 
entusiasta, “AMÉRICA” saluda entrañablemente proyectando hacia el futuro su 
ideal fraternal.  42
 Whether—privately—socialist or—officially—that of multinational cultural 
exchange between the Americas and Spain, the political impetus for the journal’s 
publication is exemplified by the recurring features of América’s early issues. In issues 
5-14, the journal published a regular “Calendario de la Guerra,” or war calendar, 
summarizing news from World War II. The first six issues contained a “Sección 
Indoamericana” (Indoamerican Section) with writings on indigenous American history, 
art, publications, and advocacy. The editorial note to the first appearance of this section, 
in issue 1, written by Jose Pavía Crespo (signed J.P.C.), enthusiastically describes the 
section as central to the journal’s editorial beliefs: 
Creemos que la grandeza material e ideológica de las Américas se logrará cuando 
se fundan las corrientes culturales hoy existentes, que permanecen divorciadas 
unas de las otras con características propias y aparentemente antagónicas. 
 La Revista “AMÉRICA”, al comprender una sección indígena, no lo ha 
hecho con el ánimo de sub-estimar los valores indígenas o engrandecerlos 
demagógicamente, sino que su actitud se debe al afán de que dentro de una 
concepción bolivariana de fusión de culturas se oiga la voz del autóctono 
americano, que ha estado olvidado y segregado del desenvolvimiento espiritual 
de América, muy a pesar de haber demostrado siempre la nobleza de su rango y 
el vigor de su raza. 
 Negamos categóricamente la existencia de predominios racials o culturales 
y creemos que todos aquellos elementos extraños con algún arraigo en nuestro 
 “Editorial,” América: Revista mensual / Órgano de la juventud hispanoamericana, no. 1 42
(August 1940); “Our journal wants to be, for these purposes, the vehicle of cultural 
communication between the American and Spanish youth of this Continent, which goes about 
creating, with its exhange of concerns and ideas, a system of spiritual copenetration between the 
two. // It is these youth who, with the hopes of receiving a kind and enthusiastic welcome, 
‘AMÉRICA’ greets dearly, projecting into the future its fraternal ideals.”
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suelo están obligados a respetar las tradiciones y las concepciones filosóficas de 
la historia de América.  43
The Sección Indoamericana was published for only the first six issues of the journal, but 
indigenous topics, art, and literature remained consistently present in its contents after 
these six issues. 
 As a disseminator of political information, América printed transcripts of 
politicians’ speeches and statements from government officials. Among others, Manuel 
Ávila Camacho and Jaime Torres Bodet saw their speeches printed in full in América’s 
pages. Occasionally, where the end of an article did not fill an entire page, the extra blank 
space on the page would be filled by quotations from public figures like Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt and Alfonso Reyes.  44
 The political form of América always contained some literary content, though it 
only accounted for a small percentage of each issue’s pages. In issues 5 through 10, 
América published an official “cuento mensual” (monthly short story) feature as well as 
regular poetry features. Appearing in issues 1, 2, 5, and 8-11, the three poetry features 
 José Pavía Crespo, “Sección Indoamericana,” América: Revista mensual / Órgano de la 43
juventud hispanoamericana, no. 1 (August 1940); “We believe that the material and ideological 
greatness of the Americas will be reached when based upon the now existing cultural currents that 
remain divorced, one from another, with self-evident and seemingly antagonistic 
characteristics. // The journal ‘AMÉRICA,’ in containing an indigenous section, has not done so 
with the aim of underestimating indigenous values or elevating them demogogically, but rather, 
the action is owed to the desire that within a bolivarian conception of the fusion of cultures the 
voice of the indigenous American, which has been forgotten and segregated from the spiritual 
development of America despite having always demonstrated the nobility of its standing and the 
vigor of the race, be heard. // We categorically reject the existence of racial and cultural 
predominance and believe that all external elements with any influence on our land are obligated 
to repect the traditions and philosophical conceptions of the history of America.”
 These quotations, anywhere from one sentence to a paragraph in length, do not receive Table of 44
Contents entries and are not included in the América index.
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titled “Poetas de ayer”, “Poetas de hoy,” and “Poetas jovenes” (Poets of Yesterday, Poets 
of Today, and Young Poets) offered a selection of work from three poets each issue: one 
poet from generations past, one established contemporary poet, and one young (and often 
unpublished) poet. The “Revista de libros” feature, published thirty-three times from 
issue 1 to 53, offered readers a brief catalog of newly released books that were of interest 
to the journal’s editors. Prior to the switch to exclusively literary contents at issue 55, 
three issues focused entirely on literature: issue 25, “dedicado integramente a la poesía 
joven de México” (dedicated wholly to the young poetry of Mexico) and issues 38 and 
39, both “dedicado al cuento mexicano contemporáneo” (dedicated to the contemporary 
Mexican short story). 
América: Revista Antológica, a literary force 
 The América that published in 1948 until its final issue in 1960 contained only 
literary content, redefining itself as a literary anthology with a new set of sections in the 
Table of Contents: Poetry, Novel/Story, Theatre, Essay/Criticism, and (sometimes) 
Graphic Art. Its publication was irregular. In the first year of the journal’s new 
incarnation, it put out five issues; after 1948, however, it was most common for only one 
issue to publish annually (see Chronology). In addition to the higher page count and 
perfect binding, the page design was more ornate, and some poetry and theatre selections 
were preceded by a decorated divisional title page. Under the “Ediciones de América” 
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imprint, the journal published chapbooks and books—some included in the pages of the 
journal itself and some bound separately and available to order. 
 Various contributors to América are notable for their continued relevance in Latin 
American literary and cultural history. The political form of the journal, with its limited 
but regular literary publications, published Pablo Neruda (issues 4, 14, 17, 19, 20, and 
21); Alfonso Reyes (issues 1, 2, 16, and an interview in issue 45); Octavio Paz (issues 10 
and 25); Gabriela Mistral (issues 7 and 24); and Efraín Huerta (issues 25 and 41), among 
others. In his memoir, Millán writes of Neruda’s generosity, in providing his writings 
free-of-charge for the journal to publish and in monetary offerings to his friends and 
editors: 
Pablo me dio varios originales para América, y nunca aceptó un pago. Pero un 
día me dijo: "Esta vez sí te voy a cobrar la colaboración, porque necesito 
centavos". "¿Cuánto quieres, Pablo?” "Doscientos pesos." Se los di. De 
inmediato fuimos a una florería, compró un ramito de doscientos pesos, añadió 
una tarjetita y vaya uno a saber a quién se las mandaría. Y es que para eso no 
podía hacer uso de su sueldo o pedir prestado a Delia. La generosidad era de 
Pablo; en nadie he visto este gesto, característico suyo: llevarse la mano a la 
bolsa y hacer sonar las monedas que ahí guardaba. "Mira", me decía, "¿no oyes 
un ruidito? Me acaban de mandar de Chile dos meses de sueldos atrasados y 
acabo de cambiarlos en el banco. ¿No necesitas algo?"  45
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 52-53; “Pablo gave me several original works for América, 45
and never accepted payment. But one day he told me: ‘This time I am going to charge you for my 
contribution, because I need some change.’ ‘How much do you want, Pablo?’ ‘Two hundred 
pesos.’ I gave them to him. Immediately we went to a florist, he bought a little bouquet for two 
hundred pesos, added a card to it, and who knows who he sent them to. But it was because for 
that, he couldn’t use his salary or ask [his wife] Delia for some money. Generosity was typical of 
Pablo; with nobody else have I seen this gesture, characteristic of him: he’d stick his hand in his 
pocket and jingle the coins he had there. ‘Look,’ he said to me, ‘don’t you hear that sound? They 
just sent me two months’ worth of back-pay from Chile and I just exchanged them at the bank. 
Do you need anything?’”
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Millán credits Neruda for bringing more writers to América’s pages, among whom are 
Mireya Lafuente, Manuel Altolaguirre, and Concha Méndez.  46
 Millán also tells of how the celebrated writer of novels and short stories, Juan 
Rulfo, first published in América; upon meeting this “silent man,” Efrén Hernández 
suspected that he wrote in secret and convinced him to share his stories with the journal.  47
Rulfo published in América in both of its forms, as a political journal and as a literary 
anthology (issues 40, 42, 48, 55, 62, 64, 66, and photos in issue 59). The artists Diego 
Rivera and David Alfaro Siquieros, too, contributed to both forms of América; Rivera 
published a short note on an art exhibition in issue 29 and provided a portrait of  
Guadalupe Amor for issue 65, and Siquieros contributed writing to issues 17 and 29 and a 
portrait for issue 57. 
 Authors of note whose work appeared in América only after its switch to being a 
literary journal include Rosario Castellanos (issues 57-62 and 65- 69); Rodolfo Usigli 
(issues 56-61, 63-66, and 69); Dolores Castro (issues 57-63, 65, 67, 68 , 73, and 74); 
Luisa Josefina Hernández (issues 60, 61, 63-66, and 69) and, in the journal’s final issue, a 
young Carlos Monsivais (issue 74). Remembering the new wave of writers in the early 
literary issues, Millán writes: 
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 122.46
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 83. Though Hernández did not officially join the editorial 47
staff until issue 48 (June 1946) and Rulfo’s first short story appears in issue 40 (June 1945), 
Millán’s 1963 speech states that Hernández helped cultivate Rulfo’s short-story writing a year and 
a half before joining the Consejo de Colaboración, and also mentions that Rulfo had initially 
concealed his literary talents (Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 127).
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Por ese tiempo se nos acercaron dos huarachuditas; las llamo así porque ambas 
llevaban zapatos muy bajos que contrastaban con su ropa de elegante sobriedad. 
Eran Rosario Castellanos y Dolores Castro, que daban clases en una escuela 
religiosa. Nos enseñaron sus poemas, y los publicamos. A la vez se refirieron a 
ciertos amigos suyos que comenzaban a escribir y cuyos textos quizá nos 
interesaran para América: Sergio Magaña, Emilio Carballido, Jaime Sabines ... 
Comenzamos a hacer reuniones semanales en un café de chinos que convertimos 
en nuestra sala de redacción. Fue una época muy agradable.  48
Editorial staff: changes and persistences 
 The founder of the journal, Roberto Guzmán Araujo, appeared on the masthead of 
every issue of América. For issues 1-68 and 73-74, his title is “Presidente” (President); in 
issues 69-71, he is named as “Fundador” (Founder); in issue 72 he is Co-President with 
Efrén Hernández. Juan Bautista Climent is another regular name on the masthead; he held 
the position of Sub-director in issues 1-59 and 62, and remained on the Consejo de 
colaboración (Editorial Advisory Board) in the intervening issues (60-61). The celebrated 
critic Alfonso Reyes was a member of the Editorial Advisory Board for issues 1 through 
18. Agustín Rodríguez Ochoa was Director for issues 1-28; after leaving this position, he 
remained on the Consejo de colaboración for issues 29-69. 
 The two figures with the most upward mobility on the masthead pages are Marco 
Antonio Millán and Efrén Hernández; their increased influence over the editorial 
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 73; “Around that time some huarachuditas approached us; I 48
call them that because both of them wore flat huarache sandals that contrasted with their elegant 
and sober clothing. They were Rosario Castellanos and Dolores Castro, who taught in a religious 
school. They showed us their poems, and we published them. They then referred some friends of 
theirs who had just started writing and whose texts might interest us for América: Sergio Magaña, 
Emilio Carballido, Jaime Sabines… We started to have weekly meetings in a Chinese café that 
we turned into our editorial office. It was a very enjoyable era.”
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direction of the journal coincides with its turn to literary publication. Millán was the 
journal’s Secretario de redacción (Editorial Assistant) for issues 13-28; he became 
Director after Rodríguez Ochoa, for issues 29-64; he kept the role of Director but was 
joined by Co-director Efrén Hernández for issues 65-71; and finally, he was named 
Director general for the last three issues of the journal, 72-74. Millán writes that after 
issue 12 América “entró en etapa conflictiva”  as the Spaniards on the original editorial 49
staff started to adapt and adjust to their new country of residence, taking on other jobs 
and projects; “la aparición de ésta se suspendió algunos meses.”  As a result, Roberto 50
Guzmán Araujo “decidió buscar una persona apropriada que pudiera, mediante 
retribución, dedicar todo su tiempo a coordinar material y encargarse de la vigilancia 
tipográfica debida,”  and Millán took that role.  51
 Millán claims that he was promoted from Secretario de redacción to Director by 
Guzmán Araujo, who after being elected to the Mexican Senate knew he would not be 
able to maintain his high level of involvement with the journal,  and that after becoming 52
Director he made changes to the Consejo de colaboración’s payment: “empecé por 
suprimir la nómina de personalidades que encabezaba Don Alfonso [Reyes], 
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 119; “entered a conflicted stage.”49
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 119; “the appearance of [the journal] was suspended 50
for some months.”
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 119; “decided to look for a fitting person who could, 51
for pay, dedicate all their time to coordinating materials and the necessary typographical 
vigilance.”
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 128-129.52
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considerando a que ninguna de ellas interesaba seriamente nuestro esfuerzo.”  While 53
Guzmán Araujo may have promoted Millán to Director, the promotion occurred in July 
1944 (issue 29) and Guzmán Araujo was not elected to the Senate until mid-1946 (issue 
49)—and while Millán may have cut the Consejo de colaboración members’ salaries 
when he was Secretario de redacción, Alfonso Reyes was no longer on the Consejo de 
colaboración when Millán became Director, having left the editorial staff after issue 18.  
 Efrén Hernández’s name does not appear on the masthead until issue 48, when he 
joined the Consejo de colaboración, where he remained through issue 59; he was Sub-
Director to Millán for issues 60-64 and Co-director with Millán for issues 65-71. In the 
last issue before his early death (72), Hernández was Co-president with Roberto Guzmán 
Araujo. In his memoir, Millán writes of his efforts to have Hernández join the editorial 
staff after their first meeting at an event in memory of Porfirio Barba Jacob: 
Desde nuestro encuentro en San Ildefonso pedí a Efrén que colaborara en 
América. Él se rehusaba, no quería comprometerse con una publicación 
semioficial. Por fin lo convencí, pero firmó sus primeras colaboraciones con el 
seudónimo de Till Ealing [sic]. Después, cuando ya utilizaba su nombre, aceptó 
ser el subdirector de la revista.   54
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 129; “I started by eliminating the salaries of those 53
personalities led by Don Alfonso [Reyes], considering that none of them was seriously interested 
in our efforts.”
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 72-73; “Ever since our meeting at San Ildefonso I asked 54
Efrén to contribute to América. He refused, he didn’t want to compromise himself by working 
with a semiofficial publication. Finally I convinced him, but he signed his first contributions with 
the pseudonym Till Ealing [sic]. Afterwards, once he used his own name, he accepted the 
invitation to be subdirector of the journal.”
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The chronology Millán provides here is too simple; “Till Ealling” did start to write 
editorial notes in issue 55 despite never appearing on the journal’s masthead , but 
Hernández was named on the Consejo de colaboración beginning with issue 48. Till 
Ealling and Efrén Hernández published simultaneously in América for several issues, and 
the last editorial note signed by Till Ealling was published in issue 66, several issues after 
Hernández took the position of Sub-director. In his 1963 speech, Millán does not mention 
Hernández's hesitation to involve himself with América; he simply states that their first 
conversation went “de un tema a otro, hasta quedar él comprometido con la promesa de 
una colaboración para América, y yo con la de procurar su compañía en primera 
oportunidad.”  55
 Regardless of how much convincing Hernández needed to join the editorial staff, 
Millán wanted his help to transform the journal from a political to a literary publication: 
No recuerdo precisamente, pero supongo que ya desde este primer cambio de 
impresiones Efrén y yo hablamos, así sea con cierta vaguedad, de lo conveniente 
que resultaría para un extenso número de gente de letras —nueva, valiosa, 
desconocida o subestimada— transformar América en un vehículo orientado en 
lo fundamental a promover y divulgar la creación literaria.  56
Hernández’s first appearance on the masthead was marked in the journal’s pages with an 
editorial note celebrating the addition of two “new collaborators” to their “Comité 
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 120-121; “from one topic to another, ending with his 55
promise to provide a contribution to América and mine to seek his company at the first 
opportunity.”
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 121; “I don’t remember precisely, but I suppose that 56
from that very first exchange of impressions Efrén and I spoke, with some vagueness, of how 
convenient it would be for an extensive number of people of letters —new, brave, unknown or 
undervalued— for us to transform América into a vehicle fundamentally aimed at promoting and 
disseminating literary creations.”
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Directivo” (Directive Committee),  Hernández and a poet named Margarita Michelena, 57
introduced to Guzmán Araujo and Millán by the painter María Izquierdo.  58
Cobra nuestra revista a partir del presente número, la importancia entrañada en 
las firmas de Efrén Hernández y Margarita Michelena, valores singulares de la 
poesía y la literatura contemporáneas, que desde hoy nos honrarán con su 
colaboración figurando permanentemente en el Comité Directivo de “América”. 
 Constancia de nuestra satisfacción por tan venturoso acontecimiento 
cultural, son estas líneas que pretenden corresponder en mínima parte la gentil 
deferencia concedida a nuestras páginas por sus nuevos colaboradores.  59
If Millán’s hope was to strengthen and centralize América’s literary publication, it is 
possible that he added these two contributing editors for similar reasons: Hernández, a 
short-story writer, as a source for prose acquisitions, and Michelena, a poet, as a source 
for poetic acquisitions.  
 While Hernández went from serving on the editorial board (Consejo de 
colaboración) to eventually becoming Sub-director, then Co-director, then Co-president 
of the journal, Michelena remained on the editorial board for the entirety of her 
involvement with América, from issue 48 through 72 (also Hernández’s final issue). 
América appears to have been Michelena’s first editorial job. Afterwards she went on to 
 On the journal’s masthead, the group Hernández and Michelena join is called the “Consejo de 57
colaboración,” not the “Comité Directivo.”
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 126.58
 “Nuevos colaboradores,” América: Revista Mensual /  Tribuna de la democracia, no. 48 (June 59
1946); “From the present issue onward, our journal reaches the level of importance linked to the 
signatures of Efrén Hernández and Margarita Michelena, singular in their value to contemporary 
poetry and literature, who from today on honor us with their contributions by figuring 
permanently on the Directive Committee of ‘América.’ // As evidence of our satisfaction with 
such a fortunate cultural occasion, these lines, which attempt to correspond in minimal part to the 
elegant deference given to our pages by its new collaborators.”
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edit a number of publications, including the literary review El Libro y el Pueblo (another 
SEP publication) and the political journal Respuesta; to write opinion pieces for the 
newspapers Excélsior and Siempre!; and, in 1980, to found Cotidiano, Mexico’s first 
daily publication written and edited entirely by women.  Hernández is credited for 60
bringing many of the journal’s now-renowned contributors (like Rulfo) to its pages, but 
one might speculate about Michelena’s simultaneous recruitment of new contributors—
did her work on the América editorial board foreshadow her later efforts to publish 
writings by women? Millán writes that Michelena brought the poet Guadalupe (Pita) 
Amor to the journal's pages,  and that Ramón Rubín referred the work of Rosario 61
Castellanos, Dolores Castro, and Luisa Josefina Hernández—then students at the 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México—to América’s editors.  It was not until 62
América became a literary publication that it saw frequent publication from female 
contributors like Amor, Castellanos, Castro, Magdalena Mondragón, and Michelena 
herself. 
The end of América  
 In 1955, América published no issues. The journal returned to publication in 1956 
with issue 70, which no longer indicated that it received support from the SEP and 
 “Margarita Michelena,” Enciclopedia de la literatura de México, http://www.elem.mx/autor/60
datos/709.
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 128.61
 Millán, “América – Revista antológica,” 130.62
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entered a self-proclaimed “Época V,” or Fifth Epoch, according to its upper cover and 
general title page. The financial and laboral strain of this return to independence was 
evident in the journal’s pages; the design of issues 70 through 72 was inefficient and 
confusing, with many pages split into two columns with text that often did not relate from 
one column to another and that was cut off with an indication to turn a hundred or more 
pages forward to read the continued text. The editorial note to issue 71 was split across 
pages 3, 4, and 125; an article from pages 7 and 8 of the same issue claimed to continue 
on page 127 but actually continued and was finished on page 120. Design elements, such 
as the various illustrations and graphic ornamentations commonly found in the journal’s 
pages during its literary height, diminished in number and in size. The journal appears to 
have tried to maintain its identity from the SEP days while also saving money by printing 
in every space on the page—however, losing the aid of the SEP’s design office made for 
a nonfunctional realization of this budget-conscious effort. 
 In his memoir, Millán writes that Andrés Henestrosa “convenció a Efrén de 
trabajar a su lado” at the Departamento de Publicaciones de Bellas Artes (Department of 
Publications of Fine Arts), and so Hernández “dejó la subdirección de nuestra revista 
América,”  prompting Millán to name Eduardo Cataño as Sub-director. While it is true 63
that Hernández left his position as Co-director after issue 71, he is listed as “Presidente” 
with Roberto Guzmán Araujo in issue 72; further, América’s masthead lists Hernández as 
 Millán, La invención de sí mismo, 73; “convinced Efrén to work by his side”; “left the sub-63
direction of our journal América.”
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part of its editorial staff until his death in January 1958, which fell between issues 72 
(August/September/October 1957) and 73 (September/October 1959). Between these 
issues, two of América’s contributors and editorial staff members died: Hernández and 
Salomón de la Selva, a poet, critic, and member of the Consejo de colaboración, who 
died in February 1959. These deaths seem to have been devastating to the journal’s 
continuation; América published no issues in 1958. 
 The journal returned in September 1959 with issue 73, which again newly 
claimed sponsorship from the SEP. The pages of this issue were better designed and filled 
with essays and poems in memory of Hernández. In his editorial note to this issue, 
Roberto Guzmán Araujo comments on the journal’s recent difficulties and its new attempt 
at revival, in a paragraph immediately following his recognition of the journal’s reformed 
relationship with the SEP as due directly to the inauguration of a new president (Adolfo 
López Mateos): 
El lector atento encontrará en el presente número algunas deficiencias de rango 
formal: son las marcas del camino de una publicación que nuevamente se 
levanta. Pero ya las subsecuentes, al calor propicio y pleno de la dependencia 
arriba citada, advertirá que nuestra publicación volverá a ser lo que fue y, lo 
decimos sin falsa modestia por ser obra colectiva: una de las mejores revistas 
culturales de nuestra lengua.  64
 Roberto Guzmán Araujo, “Renglones editoriales,” América: Revista antológica, no. 73 64
(September/October 1959); “The attentive reader will find in this issue some deficiencies of a 
formal state: these are the marks of the path of a publication that newly rises. But in the 
subsequent issues, due to the full and auspicious warmth of the dependence mentioned above, you 
will see that our publication will return to what it was, and we say it without false modesty 
because this is a collective work: one of the best cultural journals of our language.”
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Guzmán Araujo’s hope for continued growth and a return to América’s former glory was 
not fulfilled for long: the next issue, 74, was the journal’s last. If Guzmán Araujo knew 
this was to be the case, he does not say so directly in the editorial for the final issue, 
instead writing a two-and-a-half page essay on the “maturation” of Latin America. His 
penultimate editorial serves as a better farewell and commemoration of the journal’s 
twenty-years’ labor and reach: 
Hacer un inventario de América, Revista Antológica, llevaría grueso volumen de 
la misma: poemas, cuentos, ensayos, novelas, obra teatrales, discursos, artículos, 
crítica, etc., presentados en cada número con pulcritud y decorosamente 
ilustrados. Por sus páginas han desfilado figuras consacradas de las letras 
castellanas, muchas de ellas ya idas para siempre y se han dad a conocer nombres 
ahora y tocados por la celebridad. […] 
 América, revista antológica, no tira sino dos mil ejemplares. Ellos van, 
generalmente, a manos cultas, de los que se presupone que aman o siguen los 
senderos altos y que pueden proyectar su sombra blanca. Sin embargo, lo 
decimos con orgullo, de los rincones más apartados de nuestro país y de América 
Latina, el correo nos trae constancia de que nuestra revista es leída, seguramente 
en números atrasados, decorados por el sudor campesino. Que esas huellas 
digitales, olorosas a campo y litoral, sigan dejando marca sobre las páginas de 
nuestra publicación. Ese será nuestro mejor estímulo.  65
 Guzmán Araujo, “Renglones editoriales,” 1959; “To create an inventory of América, Revista 65
Antológica, would be to create a volume as thick as the journal itself: poems, stories, essays, 
novels, theatrical works, speeches, articles, criticism, etc. presented in each issue with elegance 
and decorous illustration. Consecrated figures in Spanish letters have paraded through its pages, 
many of them now gone forever, and it has made known names that are now touched by celebrity. 
[… ] // América, revista antológica does not print more than 2000 copies of an issue. They go, 
generally, to learned hands, of those that we presuppose love or take the high road and can follow 
its spirit. Even still, and we say this with pride, we have received mail that proves that our journal 
is read in the most distant corners of our country and Latin America, surely in belated issues, and 
decorated by the sweat of the landworker. May those fingerprints, with their scent of country and 
coast, continue leaving their mark on our publication. That will be our greatest encouragement.”
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XVI y el derecho de 
gentes




Del tiempo viejo: 
La España isabelina





















Antiguo y moderno 
vaticanismo



























Genesis / Poema de 
Ariel Enfermo
Poems #55, February 
1948




Mensaje del Sr. 







Note: “Mensaje a la 
Nación del Sr. Lic. 
Miguel Alemán, 
pronunciado el día 1o 
de Diciembre ante el 





Nuestro idioma, voz 
de libertad e 
instrumento 
democratico
Speech #66, August 
1951




Constitucional de los 
Estados Unidos 
Mexicanos, en la 
sesión inaugural del 
Primer Congreso de 




Sombra de alas Theatre #66, August 
1951
Note: "Fragmentos de 
una pieza teatral"



























Alonso, Syra Tres homiños Aritcle #20, 
September 
1943
Table of Contents and 
text page name Cira 
Alonso






inéditas de la obra 
original de CIRA 
ALONSO la viuda 
del gran pintor 
español Paco 
Miguel"; Table of 
Contents and text 
page name Cira 
Alonso
52

























Note: “A raíz de la 
reciente exposición 
de su pintura 
celebrada en el 
Palacio de las Bellas 





























title under byline 
“Subdirector de la 
Unión Panamericana, 





Poética al azar Article #14, July 1942
Alvarado 
Lang, Carlos







Inset, in center of 
issue, on thicker 





















Danza para un niño 
difunto








Una pintora nuestra: 
Maria Izquierdo
Article #14, July 1942 Note: "María 
Izquierdo está 
enferma; ha sufrido 
una delicada 
intervención 
quirúrgica, y por 
primera vez en su 
vida de incesante 
actividad pictórica, se 
ve precisada a dejar 
telas y pinceles. 
'AMERICA' le desea 
un pronto y franco 
restablecimiento y 
como homenaje a 
ella, inserta este 
artículo de Graciela 
Amador sobre su 
pintura.” Following 

















Guzman Araujo, el 
poeta













Carta de Graciela 
Amador a Ernesto 
Olmos




Romance de Juan 
Meana




El bulto negro Fiction, 
Story
#49, July 1946 Note: “(Del libro 

































Polvo; poems follow 
review of Polvo by 






Poems #65, April 
1951
Accompanied by 





Un gallego, poeta 
de America
Article #41, July 1945
Angell, 
Norman























Note: “novela que 





Dad al indio lo que 
merece el indio





Leyva frente al 
Monumento a Juárez 
















On Carlos Pellicer. 




permanencia en este 
país, dedicó singular 
atención a nuestro 
gran poeta Carlos 
Pellicer, de cuya vida 
y obra logró captar 
esta delicada / 
estampa, que desde 
New York, como el 
primero de sus 
trabajos, nos ha 
llegado por el amable 
conducto de autor de 
“Recinto” y que 












Discurso de nuestro 
primer mandatorio 






Said to continue on 
page 129, but text 
does not continue 




Fichas poéticas Reviews, 
Note
#67, July 1952 In INTERMEDIO 















Enferma la figura Poem #65, April 
1951




Alta costura Theatre #65, April 
1951










Liras a Laura Poem #60, May 
1949






Carta a un zapatero 
que compuso mal 
unos zapatos
Article #49, July 1946
Arreola, Juan 
José








El romanticismo en 
la canción mexicana





Elegia del angelito / 
Noche del 13
Poems #25, March 
1944






































Table of Contents 








Article #41, July 1945 Part of special section 

















Speech #18, May 
1943
Note: “…Nuestra 
revista, que se ha 
impuesto como 
agradable obligación 
resaltar los puntos 
básicos de ideario 
presidencial, no ha 
podido en esta 
ocasión, como en 
anteriores, glosar y 
dar íntegras las 
versiones de los 
últimos discursos de 
señor General Ávila 
Camacho, se concreta 
a reproducir en estas 
páginas algunos de 
los más 
trascendentales 
pasajes de ellos, 
donde nuestro 
lectores puedan 
encontrar a la luz de 
un criterio firme, el 





Mensaje a la 
juventud
Speech #19, July 1943 Note: “Pronunciado 
por el Sr. Presidente 
de la República, 
general de división 
Manuel Ávila 
Camacho, en la 
inauguración de la 
conferencia 
continental de la 
juventud, por la 














pronunciado por el 
Señor Presidente 
Ávila Camacho en la 
velada 
conmemorative de la 
Revolución, 





Mexico ante los 
problemas de la 
guerra y de la paz
Speech #37, March 
1945






Los Problemas de la 
Guerra y la Paz; note: 
“Discurso inaugural 
de la Conferencia 
interamericana sobre 
los problemas de la 
Guerra y la Paz, 
pronunciado por el 
Jefe de la Nación 












Note: “Mexico, D. F., 
a 31 de diciembre de 
1945.—MANUEL 
Ávila Camacho, 






Mexico es también 
patria de Bolívar
Speech #50, August 
1946
Note: “Discurso 
pronunciado por el 
Sr. Presidente de la 
República. Gral de 
Div. Manuel Ávila 
Camacho ante la 
estatua del Libertador 
Bolívar donada al 
pueblo de México por 




Río y dintel Poem #69, March 
1954





#19, July 1943 Prologue to El amor y 
el odio en la 
educación mexicana
Avilés, René La historia de la 
enseñanza y la 
enseñanza de la 
historia





el profesor René 
Avilés, en el congreso 
mexicano de historia, 
celebrado el presente 
mes, en la Ciudad de 
Jalapa, Ver.”
Avilés, René Esta y la otra 
América
Article #26, April 
1944
Avilés, René La enseñanza de la 
historia como 
problema estatal
Article #28, June 
1944
Avilés, René Electoniopedagogia Article #33, 
November 
1944
Avilés, René El problema de la 
educación nacional: 
Una intención y tres 
ministros
Article #36, February 
1945
61
Avilés, René En torno de Francia 





Article #40, June 
1945
Avilés, René Realidades y 
utopias de la 
politica del buen 
vecino
Article #44, October 
1945






Note: "“(Del libro en 
preparación de igual 
título)”
Avilés, René El reino azul: Un 







Not in Table of 
Contents
Avilés, René Carta a Marco 
Antonio Millán 





Table of Contents 
title: "Carta sobre 
problemas del libro 
mexicano"
Avilés, René Bases para un 
programa de 
politica editorial















Retrato / Soneto / 
No espantes la 
paloma
Poems #25, March 
1944







española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 

















La guerra y nuestra 
economía
Article #9, July 1941
Ballesta, 
Tomás
El fascismo español 
y America







Article #9, July 1941
Ballesta, 
Tomás
12 de octubre de 
1941: La fiesta de la 
hispanidad
Article #12, October 
1941
Title under byline 
“Secretario de la A. 




Calendario de la 
guerra
Note #13, June 
1942
First “Calendario de 
la guerra” feature 
attributed to an 





Calendario de la 
guerra
Note #14, July 1942 Table of Contents 

























Table of Contents 





Fin de la cultura 
maya




Elegia de Sayula / 
Cancion de la noche 
diamantina / 
Lamentacion de 
octubre / Cancion 
de la vida 
profunda / Futuro / 
Elegia de 
Septiembre / Nueva 




















Part of Homenaje a 
Porfirio Barba Jacob 
feature; note: “Del 
prólogo de su libro 
'Rosas Negras'. —




El peregrino / 
Sueños de Acapulco 
/ Sabiduria / Valor / 
La estrella de la 
tarde / La hora 
suprema
Poems #47, April 
1946







Destino del dolor en 
la inteligencia: En 
torno de Jose 
Martinez 
Sotomayor
Essay #55, February 
1948
Table of Contents 
title: "Páginas 
inéditas de Barba 
Jacob"; text page 
subtitle, "Páginas 
inéditas de Porfirio 
Barba Jacob: en torno 
de José Martínez 
Sotomayor." Note 
explains that this 
unfinished essay, with 
the title "José 
Martínez Sotomayor, 
escritor," was found 
in the author's papers 




La hora cobarde / El 





Note: both poems are 






Poems #21, Octubre 
1943





























Roosevelt contra el 
fascismo





México en la 
defensa de la 
democracia






Tres mujeres de 
América
Note #7, April 1941 Introduction to 
feature with poems 
by Delmira Agustini, 
Juana de Ibarbouru, 














La hispanidad que 
no se nombra





Lo que en España 
sucede










Lo que en España 
sucede: El II 
Consejo Sindical de 
la Falange y el 
problema agrario 
español




Lo que en España 
sucede: Serrano 








Lo que en España 
sucede: Un mal 










Madariaga y la 
tercera España











en el Centro Español 
el 12 de octubre en 












Estampas de la 
España Franquista: 
De la misma tierra
















española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 









America y nuestro 
americanismo


















Five reviews; byline 
shared with M.L. 
(Manuel Lerín); one 
review signed M.L., 































Sánchez Veloso; note: 
“Movimiento 
editorial de Cuba. 
Los novelistas 
mexicanos son tan 
conocidos allí como 
los nacionales. 
Actores más leídos. 
Debe coordinarse la 
actividad editorial del 




















Antoniorrobles y el 
humorismo español











De Versalles a San 
Francisco










español, entrevista a 
José Giral



























Reyes; Table of 
Contents title: 
"Entrevista de nuestro 
subdirector, Juan B. 





El tribunal supremo 
ante el criminal 
supremo







nueva obra de Ruiz 
Vilaplana
Review #47, April 
1946





El racismo alemán Article #48, June 
1946
Table of Contents 





Una frase de Ortega 
y Gasset












Mexico, 1950: Por 
Gutierre Tibón















La oración del 
caudillo













México y Don 
Ramón María del 
Valle Inclán











Table of Contents 















Rodríguez Luna, o 
la España del 
recuerdo




Dos sonetos / 
Canción a los 
buenos principios
Poems #25, March 
1944






























































española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 
















española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 












Article #40, June 
1945
Bernot, Jean Relato histórico de 
la epopeya francesa: 
Napoleon en Berlin
Article #41, July 1945
Blanco, 
Andres Eloy
El hombre del 
sombrero de palma 
y el hombre del 
caballo de bronce




pronunciado por el 
Poeta y Dr. Andrés 
Eloy Blanco, 
Presidente de la 
Comisión 
Preparatoria de la 
Asamblea 
Constituyente de 
Venezuela, en el 
Homenaje a Simón 
Bolívar llevado a 
cabo por el Gobierno 
y el Pueblo Mexicano 





El general Prim en 
Mexico



































tolerancia en la 
historia de España
Article #12, October 
1941
Title under byline 







español frente a la 
libertad americana: 
Prim y Cuba











La democracia Article #5, January 
1941
Title under byline 























El fracaso de la 
U.S.P. (Nueva 







divisional title page; 




La reunión de cortes 
españolas





obtuvo el Premio 
Nobel de física
Article #50, August 
1946













Poem #66, August 
1951
de la Cabada, 
Juan







de la Cabada, 
Juan







Soneto / Nocturno 

























Followed by poems 

























Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 










Second of two issues 













#67, July 1952 Published within 
journal with 
divisional title page; 

















Article #9, July 1941 Title under byline 
“Catedrático de 
Derecho 
Constitucional de la 





española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 















Note states that the 
work was written in 
honor of Sor Juana 




/ Atrás los siglos




La creación / Viejo 
Corrido de la 
Muerte y el 
Caballero / 
Valsecito
Poems #60, May 
1949




Medalla al mérito Theatre #61, August 
1949




El triángulo sutil Theatre #63, June 
1950
Subtitle: "farsa para 
'snobs', en un acto”
Emilio 
Carballido












seguro social: Ante 
los problemas de 
higiene y 
desnutrición






























Política ocupacional Article #48, June 
1946
Signed Raul F. 
Cardenas. Note at 





Política ocupacional Article #49, July 1946 Signed Raul F. 





Rosa de mi dolor / 







El martirio de San 
Dionisio























Una opinión de Don 
Antonio Caso, 
sobre el nuevo libro 
de José López 
Bermudez




Pero con ella / El 
medio millon




































Elegía del amado 
fantasma




Ponderación de la 
provincia























El don rechazado / 
En la primera grada




El rescate del 
mundo
Poems #67, July 1952
Castellanos, 
Rosario







El resplandor del 
ser




















































El arbol fugitivo / 

















divisional title page; 












Llamado de las 
cuatro personas




Francisco, o los 
muñecos animados 
de la calle del cobre 








Con los viajeros de 
nuestra señora




Desde la tierra 
hendida




Siete poemas breves Poems #67, July 1952
Castro, 
Dolores








Luz / Agua tocada / 













pronunciado por el 
señor licenciado 
Antonio Castro Leal, 
en la sesión solemne 
de clausura del VII 
Congreso de Historia, 
que tuvo lugar en el 










One of three "notas 












De Campanario o 
Democalotlán




divisional title page; 
note by Till Ealling.
Cataño, 
Eduardo





























Demarcación de un 
sueño




Retornado a San 















Poeta / Niña de pie / 
Amago / Minuto / 
Signo / Eco / 


















One of four essays in 
section titled 
"Nuestras 
constituciones y el 
pensamiento liberal: 
Cuatro fragmentos 
críticos de sus 

























Note: “Este artículo 
fué escrito antes de 
conocerse en México 
los últimos 
acontecimientos que 
afectaron la vida de 
Falange y se publica, 
no en atención a su 




















Poema a Cuba 
desde lejos





Yo quiero cuando 
me muera
Poem #66, August 
1951










































































precursor de la 
reforma




feature; Title under 


















A una flor inmensa / 
Luz y sombra, 
realidad y sueño
Poems #25, March 
1944





La realidad, más 











gran pintor mexicano 
tomados de su libro 
recientemente 
publicado”; Table of 
Contents title: 
"Fragments 


















































from Histoire de la 
musique Combarieu; 
note at end indicates 




















La economía y el 
deseo humano
Article #29, July 1944
Civera, 
Marín
De la economía y 
política: El oro, 
vencido
Article #32, October 
1944
Table of Contents 
title "De la economía 



















Los Estados Unidos 
y nosotros
Article #13, June 
1942








noche / Amanecer 
del Rio





Forma y poesía de 
la escultura






Ocho posiciones de 
la palmera / 
Canción en llamas
Poems #25, March 
1944






Dos nocturnos del 
viento













La muerte que 
tenemos en la vida 
que soñamos









Poema para Pablo 
Neruda




Lupe Lope, la del 













One of four essays in 
section titled 
"Nuestras 
constituciones y el 
pensamiento liberal: 
Cuatro fragmentos 
críticos de sus 




El buey Poem #64, 
December 
1950




Un detalle / El 
barco pensativo
Poems #67, July 1952
Cortés, 
Alfonso
La exegesis Poem #68, March 
1953










Second of two issues 















Vidas paralelas: un 


















el presente artículo de 
Escritor Centro 
Americano Justino 
Cornejo que fue 
difundido por la 
Estación Radio 
Difusora “La voz de 




El triunfo de 
Huitzilopochtli
















Note: "Fragmento de 
una novela en 
preparación"



















española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 






Cuesta, Jorge Diez sonetos 
desconocidos
Poems #62, January 
1950
With note by Rubén 
Salazar Mallén






Darío, Rubén Union 
Centroamericana / 
Canto a la 
Argentina / 
Salbador Díaz 
Mirón / Amado 
Nervo
Poems #6, March 
1941
With note by R. de la 
S.; fragments
de la Vega, 
Garcilaso
Canción Poem #2, September 
1940




El destino de la 
juventud americana




El principio del fin Note #19, July 1943
Delabra, Luis 
E.





















El caso de 
Argentina






















Article #29, July 1944
Delabra, Luis 
E.
Peligro nazi sobre 
América












La inclinación del 
triunfo








































una nueva táctica 
conservadora




























Mirador americano Note #51, 
September 
1946
Various notes on 
recent events; all but 




















Filipinas en el 





#7, April 1941 Note: “Este artículo, 
escrito después de un 
viaje a Extremo 
Oriente, llevado a 
cabo en 1935-36, 
forma parte de una 
serie de impresiones 




repercusiones de la 
actual guerra dan 
cierta actualidad a las 
presentes notas, 
referentes a un país 
en que el habla y la 
civilización hispánica 







Speech #14, July 1942 Note: "Versión 
inédita de las palabras 
leídas en el homenaje 
al poeta español 
organizado por el 
Teatro Fábregas, con 
motivo de 75a. 
representación en 
México, de 'Doña 
Rositala Soltera o el 




En memoria de 
Antonio Zozaya












































































La educación física 
y su aspecto 
mexicano




Jose Ortega Gasset 
y el amor







Article #10, August 
1941
Title under byline 
“Primer Secretario de 














Materia para un 
viaje afortunado




Sonata en penumbra 
menor para hombre 
y orquesta
Essay #56, June 
1948
Table of Contents 




















Estrellas / Nopales / 
Paloma / Listones / 
Crepusculo / Por ti / 
Algodonales / 
Insaciable / Cisnes / 




Poems #25, March 
1944
Issue dedicated to "la 
joven poesía 
mexicana”
Ealling, Till Manojo de 
Aventuras
Essay #56, June 
1948
99
Ealling, Till Notas sobre 
Rodolfo Usigli y 
Guadalupe Amor
Criticism #56, June 
1948
















With nine woodcuts 
by José Julio 
Rodríguez
Ealling, Till Sobre José Martínez 























Nuestro humanismo Article #27, May 
1944
Note: “Ilya 
Eheremburg alterna la 
atención de su 
trascendental obra 
literaria, con los 
deberes de ciudadano 
de un país que lucha 
heroica y útilmente 
contra la amenaza de 
oscuridad universal, 
que el agresivo 
totalitarismo 
nazifascista 
significa. / Estas 
páginas del gran 
escritor soviético que 
ahora salta de un 
frente de combate a 
otro para nutrir en la 
realidad su palabra, al 
par que trazan la 
intensión de hacer 
latir el corazón de su 
pueblo, son 
demostrativas de que 
el sentido estético no 
merma bajo la 
militancia política 
cuando ésta está 
orientada por 




La cadena del mal Article #32, October 
1944
Note: “Del Boletín de 
información de la 
Embajada soviética”
Elsberg, I. Dostoiewsky y la 
soldadesca alemana
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “tomado del 
Boletín de 
Información de la 
Embajada Soviética”
101
de la Encina, 
Juan
“El milenario” de 
Clemente de 
Orozco
Article #7, April 1941
Engel, Abe La responsabilidad 
del espíritu ante la 
paz
Article #26, April 
1944
Engel, Abe Un cuento de 
sangrante 
actualidad: Habia 








Story from Llanto del 

























En favor de la 
infancia





española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 









Mi soledad de Toro 
combatido / Espesor 









Vida de los libros Criticism #73, 
September/
October 1959





Variaciones sobre el 
realismo socialista: 







America frente al 
drama europeo












Esplá, Carlos Evocación de 
Francia. El último 
14 de julio en París
Article #9, July 1941
Esplá, Carlos Pasos con Unamuno Article #14, July 1942




Article #23, January 
1944
Esplá, Carlos La entraña y el fruto 
de una intención: El 
plan Beveridge
Article #44, October 
1945
Esplá, Carlos Entre la cima y la 























Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 

















Name in text and 




En el XXV 
aniversario de la 
muerte de Ramon 
Lopez Velarde
Article #50, August 
1946





Marc Chagall, El 
celebre pintor judio































































Table of Contents 
first name: Raoul
Frances, J.M. Cine, teatro y 
política









El indio y la justicia 
penal




title under byline 
“Catedrático de 




El fascismo en 
Sudamerica




Mexico y los 
totalitarios
Article #10, August 
1941
G., T. El cine mexicano Note #6, March 
1941
With photos in black 
and white
G., T. El cine mexicano: 
Mala yerba
Note #7, April 1941 Table of Contents 
name: T.C.
Galán, Rosa Romance de los 
barcos de papel










Includes inset of eight 
black and white 












Article #26, April 
1944
Listed in Table of 
Contents for issue 
#24, but did not 




Destino / Unos 
hombres /Año 
nuevo / El niño de 
las ventanas 
obscuras





Poema de la muerte 
verdadera
































Enredadera / Tesoro 







Episodio de amistad Poem #67, July 1952
Galván, 
Florencio
Sonámbula en el 
fuego




Vocablos entre el 
jardín y el monte

















Table of Contents 
title: La poesia 





Saeta a a Maria 
Izquierdo
Article #41, July 1945 Part of special section 










El valor del factor 
étnico en nuestro 
medio social







sobre la hispanidad 
en México














Mexico metodiza su 
lucha a contra el 
vicio
Speech #24, February 
1944
Note: “Discurso del 
Lic. Arturo García 
Formenti, Director 
General de Acción 
Social, con motivo de 



































La moja gitana Poem #10, August 
1941










Not in Table of 
Contents; note: 
“Federico García 
Lorca penetra con 
estas páginas, que 
reproducimos por ser 
muy poco conocidas, 
la entraña milagrosa 
de “su Granada”, 
cautiva en el presente 
por los destructores 






intelectual frente a 
la función cívica
Speech #67, July 1952 In INTERMEDIO 
section; note: 
“Discurso 
pronunciado por el 
señor Lic. don 
Agustín García 
López, Secretario de 
Comunicaciones y 
Obras Públicas, en la 
cena que 
recientemente le fué 








Palabras del Lic. 
García Téllez ante 
el congreso de 
estudiantes
Speech #1, August 
1940
Note: “Publicamos 
algunos conceptos del 
discurso pronunciado 
por el señor Lic. 
Ignacio García Téllez 
en la ciudad de 




dad la alta calidad del 
hombre que ha sido 
siempre para la 
juventud de México 
guía y maestro e 
inteligencia fecunda 
al servicio de su 
patria. La 
trascendencia de sus 
palabra que no han 
perdido actualidad la 
recogemos con 
profunda emoción y 





América, centro de 
gravitación 
universal
Article #4, November 
1940
Title under byline 
“Ministro de 





La prevision social 
y las clases 
trabajadoras
Article #9, July 1941 Title under byline 
“Secretario del 






Mensaje a los 
trabajadores de la 
América Latina
Speech #12, October 
1941
Note: "Pronunciado 
por el señor 
licenciado Ignacio 
García Téllez, 
Secretario del Trabajo 





Trabajo que se 
celebra en la Ciudad 
de Nueva York, N. Y., 
el día 28 del actual y 
trasmitido por la 
Columbia 





La seguridad social 
en México
Speech #36, February 
1945
Note: “Palabra del C. 
Director del Instituto 
Mexicano del seguro 
Social. Lic. Ignacio 
Garcia Tellez en la 
Inauguración de la 














Las aguilas y el 
reptil: 
Observaciones 
opuestas sobre un 
tema vital
Essay #71, April 
1957























¿Quién acierta en el 






















Second of two issues 














inedito de la obra en 
preparacion 'El niño 
del pantalon largo'”; 
note by Till Ealling
Garizurieta, 
César
Altitud y longitud 








Discurso a la 
academia
Speech #67, July 1952 Note: "Discurso 




señor Gobernador del 
Estado de Veracruz, 
ante los Delegados de 
la Academia de la 
Lengua, en el Hotel 
“Ruiz Galindo”, en 














Sobre la naturaleza 
insobornable del 
poeta
Article #49, July 1946 After title, “De su 
'Presencia del aire' en 
Suma bibliográfica”; 
issue 48 Table of 
Contents lists Gil-
Albert as author of a 
work titled "Presencia 
del aire," but the 
work did not appear 
in its pages
Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Bernardo
Origen funcional de 
los estilos en 
arquitectura
Article #12, October 
1941




Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco




Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco
In Revista de libros 
section
Note #7, April 1941
Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco
Revista de libros Note #8, June 1941
Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco
Revista de libros Note #9, July 1941
Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco
Revista de libros Note #10, August 
1941
Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco
Revista de libros Note #11, 
September 
1941
Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco
Revista de libros Note #12, October 
1941
113





Note #13, June 
1942
Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco
Revista de libros: El 
milagro de Voltaire
Note #14, July 1942
Giner de los 
Ríos, 
Francisco
Amor y cielo: 
Cinco sonetos
Poems #62, January 
1950
Giono, Jean Travesía sensual del 
cosmos
[Article] #49, July 1946 Translated by Jose 
Manuel Maduro; with 
note signed "M."
Giono, Jean Travesía sensual del 
cosmos—
Continuación
[Article] #50, August 
1946





científico de Jean 
Giono"






Translated by Jose 
Manuel Maduro; final 
installment




español, entrevista a 
José Giral







San Juan de la Cruz 
y las palomas













Intelectual, ¿Por qué 




Puerta de marfil Poem #64, 
December 
1950





Carta a Marco A. 
Millán





Musica sacra / El 
desconocido / Alta 





























A la fuente va del 
Olmo…
Poem #10, August 
1941




La trampa de tu 
nombre





La poética de 
Alberto Hidalgo




La rosa del cuerpo / 
La rosa del polvo / 
La flor del agua
Poems #25, March 
1944




















El arte de José Julio Article #53, 
December 
1946
One of three "notas 
























americanas: El frijol 
soya






Los emigrantes y la 
cultura material

































Speech #47, April 
1946
Part of Homenaje a 
Porfirio Barba Jacob 
feature; note: 
“Palabras del Dr. 
Enrique González 
Martínez en el acto 
de ex humación de 






El arreglo de la 
cuestión del 
petróleo





El pensamiento del 
señor presidente 
Ávila Camacho




Apuntes para un 
juicio: Carlos 
Pereyra
Article #14, July 1942 Table of Contents 















Article #18, May 
1943








Article #19, July 1943 Note: “Continuamos 
en las presentes 
páginas la 
publicación de este 
interesante trabajo de 
nuestro colaborador, 




discrimina aquí uno 
de los más discutidos 
pasos de la 
administración del 




malévolamente en los 
últimos tiempos 
tratando de enlodar la 
memoria del 











aquí, el por muchos 
conceptos interesante 
estudio de nuestro 
colaborador, el Sr. 
Lic. Manuel 
González Ramírez, 
que hemos venido 
dando a conocer 
desde hace varios 








Impresiones de un 
viaje












Breves glosas de 
política actual












Prologue to Ensayos 
by Ignacio Ramírez; 
Table of Contents 





Homenaje a José 
Juan Tablada






difundida a través de 













































Note: "De su estudio 
sobre el ilustre Jurista 
recientemente 






Algebra y claridad: 






Note: "Prólogo de la 
Antología Poética 






























Elogio de Maria 
Izquierdo: Las 






pronunciado en el 
banquete que la 
Alianza de 
Intelectuales de Chile 








































El insomne / 
Ciudad en mis días
Poems #25, March 
1944


























Second of two issues 


















Note: "Del volumen 
de cuentos en prensa 


























Pax animae Poem #11, 
September 
1941










Libertad, esencia de 
la democracia





Un país, un rey, una 
esperanza




El pensamiento, el 
nazismo y la 
zoología




México organiza su 
paz para la guerra



















En el XXXII 







pronunciado por el 
Presidente de nuestro 
Consejo Director Lic. 
Roberto Guzmán 
Araujo, el pasado 20 
de Noviembre en el 
Palacio de las Bellas 
Artes, atendiendo a la 
especial Invitación 







Soledades Poem #18, May 
1943
In "Sección poética”; 





Catorce de julio Speech #19, July 1943 Note: "Discurso 
pronunciado por el 
Sr. Lic. Roberto 
Guzmán Araujo el día 
14 de Julio de 1943 
en el Palacio de las 
Bellas Artes con 
motivo del homenaje 
a Francia, organizado 
por la Sociedad 
Mexicana Pro-











por el Señor 
Licenciado — en la 
Tribuna Monumental 
del Bosque de 
Chapultepec como 
homenaje a los Niños 
Héroes en el 
aniversario de su 
sacrificio — México, 










Note: “De su reciente 





Vive aún la 
Revolución francesa


















de Justicia del 
Distrito y Territorio 
Federales como 
Presidente de la 
Sección 'Valentín 
Gómez Farías' de la 
Asociación Nacional 
de Abogados, l 9 de 
diciembre de 1943 en 
el Salón de Plenos de 
Tribunal Superior de 





Oigo girar los 
atomos eternos












Bendiceme Señora / 
Huir de la noche / 
Alguien nos sueña, 
Amada
Poems #25, March 
1944







El mundo de la 
post-guerra
Speech #26, April 
1944
Note: “Conferencia 
sustentada por el 
Presidente de nuestro 
Comité Directivo 
licenciado Robert 
Guzmán Araujo, en el 
Salón de 
Conferencias de el 
Palacio de las Bellas 
Artes, el día 6 de 
abril de 1944, en el 
Ciclo organizado por 
el Departamento del 
Distrito Federal sobre 





La imaginación Article #27, May 
1944
Note: “Este ensayo 
inédito fué escrito en 
1930. Lógicamente, 
por el tiempo 
transcurrido y por lo 
complejo del tema, 
hay algunos 
conceptos que tal vez 
no sean válidos 
ahora. Sin embargo, 
por razones de 
unidad, al publicarse, 
he respetado el 
original, tanto en su 






Un nuevo libro de 
Marcelo Jover







En la muerte de 
Alberto Quintero 
Alvarez: El poeta y 
el vaticinio











pronunciadas por el 
Lic. Roberto Guzmán 
Araujo Presidente de 
nuestro Comité 
Directivo, el 14 de 
Noviembre de 1944, 
en el Teatro de la 
Feria del Libro 
organizada por la 
Dirección General de 














Bandera, dama de 
seda
















Second of two issues 


























Las carabelas ya no 
vienen, sino van
Speech #52, October 
1946
Note: “Discurso 
pronunciado por el 
Presidente de nuestro 
Comité Directivo, 
licenciado y Senador 
de la República, 
Roberto Guzmán 
Araujo, en la sesión 
solemne de la Cámara 
de Diputados, 
efectuada el día 12 de 
octubre de 1946, para 





La barca de oro Poem #52, October 
1946










Cuatro figuras en 
los ángulos de 
México













Danza del pascola 
en la cumbre / 
Acambay / 
Cancioncilla / La 









Elegía de la muerte 
inesperada / 
Cancioncilla / José











Cinco mil años luz / 
As de muerte / 
Columna de humo




































Fragment included in 
































Not in Table of 











Not in Table of 












Not in Table of 
Contents
H., A. Notas 
indoamericanas
























Note: “Limpia fuerza, 
penetrante visión, 
trascendencia y 
amenidad sin caídas, 
son las características 
cardinales de Andrés 
Henestrosa, quien 
enriquece este 
número de América, 
con las presente 






Retorno a Becquer Article #19, July 1943
Henestrosa, 
Andrés










inéditas que serán 
incluida en la 
segunda edición de 
'Los hombres que 


















Second of two issues 
dedicated to "el 
cuento mexicano 
contemporáneo”; not 
in Table of Contents
Hernández, 
Efrén







Note: “Nos complace 
oferecer a los lectores 
de AMERICA una 
valiosa primicia de la 




saludable autor de 'El 
Angel del Subsuelo' y 
de 'El señor de palo' / 
No es necesario 
festinar las cualidades 
de Efrén Hernández 
porque salen a flote 
sola, pero cabe 
predicir que la obra 
cuyo fragmento 
entregamos ha de 
lograr duradera y 













finales de la novela 














Article #19, July 1943
Hernández, 
Efrén







Prologue to Roberto 
Guzmán Araujo's 
poetry collection 




Tal vez no miro 
bien / Una espina de 
muerte y de gemido 
/ Recogido en la 
cuenca de su 
hondura
Poems #25, March 
1944


















Versos de una 
especie hoy no muy 
gustada


































extracto de una 
definición / 
Consumación




Un día señalado con 
luz
Poem #62, January 
1950
Table of Contents 















Prologue to López 
Bermúdez's Canto a 
Cuauhtémoc, 
published by América 

















written with Marco 
Antonio Millán in 
Table of Contents; 
probably refers to 
unsigned news and 











Cipriano y yo Essay/
Criticism
#67, July 1952 Note to Cipriano 
Campos Alatorre 
stories in same issue
Hernández, 
Efrén
Notas Notes #67, July 1952 Credited as co-
written with Marco 
Antonio Millán in 
Table of Contents; 
probably refers to 
news and short 





Busca y ama mi 
alma




Carta cabal a César 
Garizurieta











Casi sin rozar el 
mundo: Alta 





Published in journal 




note ("autocrítica") is 
titled "El Teatro que 
yo Intento Escribir 




Un soneto postumo: 














Girando bajo el sol / 






Table of Contents 





















Agonía Theatre #65, April 
1951





Las canciones de 
Puck





Promesa para el 
cuento















El sudor Poem #17, 
December 
1942
Note: "En anteriores 
páginas, hemos visto 
descrita por la palabra 




este gran poeta 
sacrificado en la más 
alta flor de su 
creación, por las 
fuerzas retrógrada 
que hoy usurpan la 




de su existencia con 
la difusión de su obra, 
insertamos este 
maravilloso poema 
suyo, que ha de vivir, 
estamos seguros, 
larga y brillantemente 





La mariposa sobre 
la cruz
Poem #61, August 
1949
Table of Contents 
title: "La mariposa y 
la cruz"
Herrera, J. Poema del amor 
integral





El embajador de 
Chile en México
Interview #10, August 
1941





Reflexiones sobre el 






inserción de una serie 





Problema del alma / 
Precurso del alba / 
El poema de amor
Poems #25, March 
1944





Doce cuadros de 
Raul Uribe
Article #41, July 1945 Part of special section 





El arado de la 
libertad
Poem #52, October 
1946
Translated by Manuel 
González Flores
de I., S. Paz para la guerra Article #33, 
November 
1944




La hora / La espera Poems #7, April 1941 Part of “Tres mujeres 
de America” feature 
with Delmira 
Agustini and Gabriela 
Mistral. Introduced 
by “J.C.”, probably 
Juan B. Climent.









Note: “Un filoso 













cultura con la 
América Latina
Article #8, June 1941 Note: "Enviado 
especialmente por su 
autor a nuestra 





cultura con la 
América Latina II
Article #9, July 1941 Continuation of last 
issue’s piece, with 
same note: "Enviado 
especialmente por su 
autor a nuestra 



















One of three "notas 










pronunciado en el 
banquete de 
homenaje a Pablo 
Neruda, ofrecido en 
ocasión de su retorno 
a Chile, por un grupo 
de intelectuales 
mexicanos y 
españoles, con la 
asistencia de dos mis 
simpatizantes de la 
obra y el derrotero 
humano de este 






estudio y la 
inteligencia 
mundiales
Article #50, August 
1946
Note: “Intervención 
de José E. Iturriaga 







Mis sobrinas Graphic 
art
#14, July 1942 Photo of painting, 
accompanies Graciela 
Amador's essay on 
Izquierdo; note: 
“Oleo de María 
Izquierdo, adquirido 
para el Museo de Arte 
Moderno de México 
por el señor 
Presidente de la 
república General de 









Justo Sierra, el 
quimérico







Gallardía y zumba 
de Morelos







Las cuatro fases del 
arte mexicano




Sorolla al aire libre Speech #21, Octubre 
1943
Note: “Versión 
inédita de la 
conferencia 
sustentada en Bellas 
Artes con motivo de 











tomado del ultimo 
libro sobre Cervantes, 
del gran escritor 
hispano Benjamín 
Jarnés eminente 









Title under byline 
“Presidente de la liga 
española de los 








Eternidades / Ellos / 
Canción / Sueño
Poems #2, September 
1940





El derecho a la 
guerra y la guerra al 
derecho





Un crimen de 
estado
Article #5, January 
1941
Title under byline 





Ruben Darío, nexo 
espiritual
Article #8, June 1941 Note: “(Primero 
Premio y Medalla de 
Oro de la República 
Argentina en el 
Concurso Nacional 
del XXV Aniversario 





























Flor de anestesia Poem #68, March 
1953
Kafka, Franz Informe para una 
academia











Note to poem in same 
issue, written by 
Walter Benton and 










Vísperas del canto / 
Juventud, inexperto 
refugio




Flores del mundo, 
unios
Poem #25, March 
1944

























Lara, Julián La juventud 
española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 







































































































Article #5, January 
1941
Title under byline 
“Secretario de la 
Diputación 





Angel Ganivet: El 
sentido de lo 
español












Mexico dueño de su 
petróleo





panamericano” y la 
juventud
Article #7, April 1941
Lerín, 
Manuel
México en el mapa 
internacional




Bajo una sola idea Note #14, July 1942 No byline on text 
page; “Nota de M.L.” 
in Table of Contents
Lerín, 
Manuel


















La Segunda Feria 
del Libro





Palabras sobre José 
Revueltas













panamericano de la 
prensa































El ejercito sovietico 
en el XXVI 
aniversario de su 
creación





Asamblea contra el 
vicio





Laurel eterno / 
Poesía, tan cerca 
estas / Viajabas por 
el aire
Poems #25, March 
1944





Carlos Pellicer y el 
contorno de la 
poesía












Última poesía de 
Manuel Altolaguirre





Mireya Lafuente en 
Estados Unidos






Notes #28, June 
1944
Unsigned notes 
attributed to M.L. and 
M.A.M. (Marco 




Los guerrilleros de 
Wingate
Note #29, July 1944 Signed M.L.
Lerín, 
Manuel
Crítica de libros: La 
dobre historia del 
Doctor Vigil











Five reviews; byline 
shared with M.L. 
(Manuel Lerín); one 
review signed M.L., 








































Un libro de Malkah 
Rabell






Una realización y 
un proyecto























Elegía / La flor en 
su perfil / Imagen 
amorosa
Poems #48, June 
1946
Note by M.G.R.; 
“Imagen amorosa” 




Homenaje a Ramon 
López Velarde: 
Perdida soledad de 
Chacon Pineda

















Crónica desde Santa 
Fe de Guanajuato




De poesía y de 
prosa




Cinco sonetos de 





































honorífica en el 
Certamen convocado 















La revolución en 
América












Note: “De la 
capacidad 
multifacética de 
Miguel N. Lira, que 
con acierto igual 
aborda todas las 
ramas de la literatura 
es convincente 
prueba este 
fragmento de novela 
que América publica 














El servicio militar 
nacional
Article #4, November 
1940
Title under byline 
“Abogado del Fuero 
de Guerra”
London, Jack Un cuento de la 
revolución: El 
mexicano















Elogio de la cultura 
prehispánica



























Note: “De su nuevo 




La dura patria / 
Flauta de bodas / 
Era la paz inmóvil
Poems #25, March 
1944
Issue dedicated to "la 
joven poesía 











revista se honra, 
honrando la memoria 
del precursor 
revolucionario 
suriano en el XXI 
aniversario de la 
promulgación del 
plan de Ayala, con la 
publicación del 
presente poema, en el 
que el autor de 'La 












Second of two issues 

















¿Que ha sido de los 
padres 
continentales?







ingeniero y Diputado, 
José López 
Bermudez, en la 
sesión solemne de la 
Cámara de 
Diputados, efectuada 
el día 12 de octubre 
de 1946, para 



























Las noches del 
padre
Poem #59, February 
1949
Also in Table of 
Contents for issue 58 

















divisional title page; 
note: "Segunda 
edición, con un 
prólogo de Efren 
Hernandez"; in Table 














por el Ing. José López 
Bermúdez en el 
reparto de premios a 
los triunfadores del 
concurso de Historia, 
















Juárez y el imperio Criticism #72, August/
September/
October 1957
One of four essays in 
section titled 
"Nuestras 
constituciones y el 
pensamiento liberal: 
Cuatro fragmentos 
críticos de sus 





























financiera… : Un 
esfuerzo para 







Not in Table of 
Contents; note: 
"Discurso 
pronunciado por el 
Sr. Presidente de la 
República, Lic. 
Adolfo López 
Mateos, en la 
conmemoración 
















El retorno maléfico Poem #5, January 
1941










With black and white 
photos by Joel Pozos
Loustau, 
Alejo

















La tradición cultural 
de México: El 





#8, June 1941 Note: “Tomado de la 
















Poems #59, February 
1949






Table of Contents 
indicates as "Fuera de 
texto." 14 black and 

























Note: "Fragmento de 










Carta a Salazar 
Mallén









































excerpt of Las 
palabras perdidas, 
V1 (forthcoming from 
















El poema de la 
tierra / Allá en el 
Asia / Trasatlántica
Poems #25, March 
1944



































Table of Contents 
title: "Dureza y 
suavidad de la patria"
Manaut 
Nogues, J.
El patriotismo de 
los republicanos 
españoles, en el 
exilio






Article #35, January 
1945
Table of Contents 
title: "Hacia una 
internacional 
democrática 
republicana"; also in 
Table of Contents for 
issue 34, but 










Voz oculta Poem #67, July 1952














Table of Contents 
title: "Ensayo sobre la 





































Martí, José Bolívar visto por 
Martí




pronunciado en la 
velada de la Sociedad 
Literaria 
Hispanoamericana de 
Nueva York en honor 
de Simón Bolívar, el 
28 de octubre de 
1893”
Martí, José Discurso de 
Hardman Hall




Note: “una obra 
maestra de Martí”; 
date at end of text: 







Article #4, November 
1940
Title under byline 





Fiesta de la Raza Article #12, October 
1941
Title under byline 











No intento saber 
nada























Poems #29, July 1944 With note by Marco 
Antonio Millán; 
Table of Contents 


















llanto / Poema de 
una fuga infinita





Poemas de la vida 
encantada








Article #2, September 
1940
Table of Contents 












Vida y muerte de 
las cosas



































































Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 









































Correo de América: 
Mensaje de los 
estudiantes 
mexicanos y 
españoles a todos 
los estudiantes de 
América
Article #1, August 
1940
Co-authored with 
Carlos Sáenz de la 
Calzada. Signed with 
















Por los caminos de 
la química
Article #24, February 
1944
Note: “Con motivo 
del reciente congreso 
de Químicos, del que 
continuaremos 
hablando por su gran 




Mata González, que 
remonta las edades 
mostrándonos los 
veneros complicados 
que han hecho 
decisiva esta ciencia 
en la conservación y 
el perfeccionamiento 





Revista de libros Note #1, August 
1940




















El gran dictador Article #5, January 
1941
















“Hijo mio, ve a 
traerme la flor de la 
noche”
Poem #27, May 
1944
Mediz Bolio is 
translator; note: 
“Fragmento del libro 
de Chilam Balam de 
Chuyamel, 
Monumento de la 
poesia Maya 




















Ahora bien . . . y la 
postguerra?





La América Latina 
en el mundo de la 
postguerra











Mejía, Jorge Elegia a la 
ignorancia












Article #7, April 1941 Title under byline 
“Director del Instituto 
de Investigaciones 






Vision de la poesia 
panameña: desde el 






































Definicion triste / 
¡Oh, nosotros los 
hombres! / Íntima































In separate pamphlet 





Arte de amor Poems #25, March 
1944





Espejo antiguo / 










Exposición de los 
murales de Maria 
Izquierdo




Kiosko solo / 
Corola sin sonidos / 
Noche de México 
desde mi cuarto





Mondragon en la 
novela mexicana
Review #49, July 1946
Michelena, 
Margarita
Un documento de la 
realidad Boliviana: 
Metal del diablo




Patria, estatua de 















Paisaje de este año / 








Elegia / A las 
puertas de Sion








Círculo de angustia Review #56, June 
1948























Las horas del 
hombre / El sueño 
del hombre

























Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 










































dedication “A la 
siempre improbable 
muerte de Federico 
Garcia Lorca”]








Jacob: El hombre 
entre sus nombres





Juárez: México en 
sintesis





















El joven volcán 
Paricutín






Un libro de Juan 
Rejano






Adios a Rafael 
López




Por la tierra y el 
alba













Signed M.A.M.; note 





Protalamio Poem #21, Octubre 
1943













by Porfirio Barba 





Romance en aire de 
adios





Protalamio Poem #25, March 
1944
Issue dedicated to "la 
joven poesía 
mexicana”; Table of 
Contents title: 
"Protalamio a 
Raquel”; on text page 








Notes #28, June 
1944
Unsigned notes 
attributed to M.L. 
(Manuel Lerín) and 





Un mal que alivia: 




Note #29, July 1944 Signed M.A.M.; 
Includes comments 
from José Clemente 
Orozco, Diego 



















La memoria de 
Oumansky





Sobre el cantor de 
acuarimantima







editoriales: La ejida 
de Momo
































Dedicatoria Note #47, April 
1946
Note to Homenaje a 







—La 9a edición de 
Pito Perez
Review #48, June 
1946








sobre los pasados 
comicios




















Mirador americano Note #51, 
September 
1946
One of various notes 
on recent events; the 




























De un cambio 
inostensible




















Table of Contents 
title: "Romancillo en 









Para ti morir pronto, 
es morir menos





Contestación Note #62, January 
1950
Response to letter 
from Ermilo Abreu 
Gómez; unsigned, but 
title and placement 
under letter titled 
"Carta a Marco 
Antonio Millán" 









written with Efrén 
Hernández in Table 
of Contents; probably 
refers to unsigned 







Digresión sobre la 










Donde amor y 












Notas Note #67, July 1952 Credited as co-
written with Efrén 
Hernández in Table 
of Contents; probably 
refers to unsigned 







Palabras a la vida Poem #69, March 
1954
Table of Contents 
note: "Fuera de 
texto." Poem (or 
poetry collection) 
does not appear in the 
journal this issue, 
may have been 

































Renacencia Poem #62, January 
1950
Published bilingually: 
original version in 
French, plus 
translation to Spanish 
by Salomón de la 
Selva
167
Miró, Fidel La juventud 
española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 








Vergüenza / El niño 
solo
Poems #7, April 1941 Part of “Tres mujeres 
de America” feature 
with Delmira 
Agustini and Juana de 
Ibarbouru. Introduced 






















































































































































































































































Augurio en un 













La sibila Poem #61, August 
1949








Poem #63, June 
1950














































































































Un paralelo en la 
muerte: Gabriel 














Not in Table of 
Contents; note by 
Marco Antonio 
Millán
Mori, Arturo Pantomima de 
contrastes
Article #41, July 1945 Part of special section 

















Naufragio de la 
duda: 10 sonetos a 
Dios
Poems #62, January 
1950



























Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 




Nocturno llanto Poem #73, 
September/
October 1959
Note: "(El esquema 
de este poema fue 
publicado en el 













Not in Table of 
Contents; note: 
“Introducción al 





Tránsito de la 
angustia





De las cosas del 
campo




La hoja en blanco Article #49, July 1946
Nelken, 
Margarita



































América, no invoco 
tu nombre en vano











Palabras de Neruda 
sobre este poema
Article #21, Octubre 
1943
Note to Marco 









La ofensiva de la 
inteligencia
Article #13, June 
1942
Title under byline 








Second of two issues 










Starts midsentence on 
page 126 with note 
that it is a 
continuation of page 
8, but the start of this 
text is not on page 8 




Por el hijo nonato / 
Cantares ante una 
hamaca
Poems #25, March 
1944























Alegría de la 
muerte








Las cinco palomas 
negras / Tu 
ausencia como 
lluvia / La inutil 
espera / La barca 
olvidada / Una 
cierva en el bosque 
de los sueños









Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 




El padre pródigo y 
otros poemas





















El heroísmo del 
sentimiento y la 
expresión en la vida 
y la obra de 
González Martínez
Speech #67, July 1952 In INTERMEDIO 
section; note: 
"Palabras de Luis 
Noyola en el 
homenaje tributado 
por la Universidad 
Nacional Autonoma 
al ilustre poeta con 





A Manuel José 
Othón










Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 







Hidalgo no termina 





pronunciado por el 
distinguido 
historiador J. De J. 
Núñez y Domínguez 
en la ceremonia 
efectuada en Dolores 
Hidalgo, Gto., el 15 
de septiembre pasado, 
con la asistencia del 
señor Presidente de la 
República, General 





Elegia y epinicio 
del Papaloapan



















































































Table of Contents 
title: "El proscrito"; 



















































































Calma de nube y 
arbol / El cilindrero 
/ Novia 
administrativa
Poems #52, October 
1946
Table of Contents and 
text page title: "Tres 





names were decided 
by editors; note by 













Article #5, January 
1941
Title under byline 
“Ex-Embajador de la 
República Española 










section; note: "en 
representación del C. 











introduced by Jose 
Rojas Garcidueñas 











Emergiendo de una 
larga noche de 
sufrimientos y 
peligros
Speech #37, March 
1945






Los Problemas de la 
Guerra y la Paz; note: 
“Palabras del señor 
licenciado Ezequiel 
Padilla, Secretario de 
Relaciones Exteriores 








La fuerza creadora 
de América





Romance de boca 
seca










El rebozo y la 
mantilla
Article #5, January 
1941













Nuestro pueblo ante 
el sentimiento 
americano
Article #37, March 
1945






Los Problemas de la 
Guerra y la Paz; note: 
“Contestación del 
señor Caracciolo 
Parra Pérez, Ministro 
de Relaciones 
Exteriores de la 
República de 
Venezuela, a los 




Paisaje Xalapeño Article #55, February 
1948


















Table of Contents 

































Second of two issues 
dedicated to "el 
cuento mexicano 
contemporáneo”














Monografía de los 
amuzgos






Monografía de la 
raza azteca




appears to be part II 
of work published in 
issue 2




Paz, Octavio Bajo tu clara 
sombra / Delicia
Poems #25, March 
1944





Canto a América, 
Envío
Poems #52, October 
1946
"Envio" not in Table 
of Contents, but 
follows "Canto a 
América" without 
page break between; 
could be a poem by 
MPP, or a poeticized 



















Como un árbol 
delgado




Abril en la 
provincia




Elegía de la vida 
transitoria




Elegía de la rosa 
niña
Poem #67, July 1952
Pellicer, 
Carlos
Horas de junio Poem #11, 
September 
1941




Natividad Poem #60, May 
1949
Poem included in full 
in essay by Germán 




Diafania del extasis 
/ Vigilia de una 
palabra sin 
redención
Poems #60, May 
1949















Al hijo inexistente Poem #69, March 
1954
Possibly a different 





La lucha con lo 
desconocido: 
América
Article #44, October 
1945





con trazos poderosos 
y substanciales, esta 
de Don Carlos 
Pereyra, que es sin 
duda alguna, de las 
más certeras, de las 
que más nos acercan 
al meollo humano de 
la hazaña colombiana 
y que reproducimos 
este mes de octubre 
en conmemoración 
del primer contacto 
hispanoamericano.”













Perrín, Tomás Cambio de tercio Poem #60, May 
1949











Article #10, August 
1941
Title under byline 





Figuras de la novela 
americana




El mundo de la 
post-guerra









Bolívar en el 
paisaje americano






Speech #41, July 1945 Note: “Discurso 




Gobierno del Distrito 
Federal durante el 
homenaje a la 







Table of Contents 











De la oratoria en 
México




El espiritu y el 
paisaje americano 
en el signo de la 
universidad













































Elogio del libro Essay/
Criticism













Juchitán: Ensueño y 
realidad





española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 








Del Héroe / Del 
Clavel















El agresivo químico 
en las guerras 
modernas





















Q., A. El arte mexicano en 
París
Note #67, July 1952 In INTERMEDIO 




Las naciones unidas 
rechazan a Franco




Porque yo amo el 
sencillo paisaje





La sed que se 
olvida / Palabras de 
mi agonia
Poems #25, March 
1944








Poems #30, August 
1944

















#67, July 1952 In INTERMEDIO 
section; Table of 
Contents title for both 




Vieja y nueva 
excelencia de 
Ferretis

























Title under byline 





La juventud actual Article #8, June 1941 Title under byline 
"Ministro de la 

















Como pensaban los 
indígenas de 











Como pensaban los 
indígenas de 
América: III. La 
raza Phur'embe
Article #32, October 
1944
Note: “Continuación 






Como pensaban los 
indígenas de 








Como pensaban los 
indígenas de 


















Como pensaban los 
indígenas de 
América: VII. Del 
pensar europeo




Como pensaban los 
indígenas de 
América: VIII. Los 
llamados dioses




Como pensaban los 
indígenas de 
América: IX. Los 
llamados dioses












Voces en la hora de 
América




“Tata Vasco” en 
Patzcuaro







Quince de abril de 
mil ochocientos 
diez y siete: Mina, 
guerrillero






America salvara la 
cultura















Not in Table of 
Contents; note: 
“Notas extractadas de 
mi trabajo de campo 
en la region de la 
Sierra y la Cañada, 






























Second of two issues 




















Glosa de mi tierra / 
La tonada
Poems #1, August 
1940
First “poeta de hoy” 





El problema de 
América


























Table of Contents 
title: "Entrevista de 
nuestro subdirector, 















“Casa de España” 
en Caracas





misericordia / El 
caiman / Nocturno 
en el balsas
Poems #25, March 
1944
Issue dedicated to "la 
joven poesía 




A la orilla de ti Poems #51, 
September 
1946
Not in Table of 
Contents
192
Rincón, Juan La juventud 
española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 

























































Not in Table of 














Delito de daño en 
propiedad ajena, 
por imprudencia.













































Juan Antonio Ríos, 
perfil y ambiente de 
su vida y de su obra




por el señor 
licenciado Luis I. 
Rodríguez, 
Embajador de 
México en Canadá, 
en la ceremonia 
efectuada el día 6 de 
julio de 1946 en el 
Convention Hal del 
Chateau Laurier de 
Ottawa, Ontario, para 
honrar la memoria de 
S. E. el señor don 
Juan Antonio Ríos, 

















Iberoamerica en la 
actual contienda




Primer Congreso de 
trabajadores de la 
America Latina






El seguro social y 
los riesgos 
profesionales












de la medicina 
social





Notas sobre tres 
novelas mexicanas. 
Tomado de los 
anales del Instituto 
de Investigaciones 
Estéticas




















Published with two 
poems by Gilberto 
Owen, selected and 










Introductory note to 


















Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 



























Viaje a Mazatlán Speech #48, June 
1946
Note: “Palabras un 
tanto afónicas 
pronunciadas en el 
teatro “Angela 
Peralta” de Mazatlán 






huésped de la tierra





































El esfuerzo de los 
republicanos 
españoles junto a 
las naciones unidas







española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 














One of four essays in 
section titled 
"Nuestras 
constituciones y el 
pensamiento liberal: 
Cuatro fragmentos 
críticos de sus 




Crisis de la moral Article #2, September 
1940















Second of two issues 























































Preambulo de un 
decreto
Article #6, March 
1941
Title under byline 





El origen real de la 
guerra 1914-1918
Article #8, June 1941
Ruiz Funes, 
Mariano





Poem #5, January 
1941
In “Poetas de ayer y 
hoy” feature
Rulfo, Juan La vida no es muy 





















hace tres o cuatro 
años por Efrén 
Hernández—quien lo 
ha puesto en contact 
con los animadores 
de esta Revista— 
Juan Rulfo se ha 
distinguido desde sus 
primeras letras 
publicadas, por una 
fresca sencillez 
soleada de tierra 
provechosamente 
llovida y por una 
hondura de visión 
poco comunes en 
nuestro medio 
literario dentro del 
cual habrá de ocupar 
tarde o temprano el 
puesto que le van 
ganando sus 
pensamientos. / 
“América” abriga la 
esperanza de seguir 
ofreciendo a sus 
lectores nuevos 
trabajos de Rulfo, 
cuyo inteligente 
amanecer saluda con 
limpio entusiasmo.”






With note by Till 
Ealling
201






Table of Contents 
note: "Fuera de 
texto"; published in 
separate pamphlet/
chapbook with 
thicker paper; photos 
in black and white

















Introducción a la 
muerte




Vieja la noche / 
Qué gusto que 
lloraras / Pero qué 
sed había / Mi 
cuerpo está en su 
sitio












Sombra. No sé. La 
sombra / Esa lluvia 
de alli afuera / 
Aproximado a mi 
dolor, casi yo 
mismo / Yo miro 
una mujer todos los 
días / Lento, 
amargo animal








Uno es el hombre / 
Sitio de amor, lugar 

















No volverá el 
mundo a la edad 
media




Racismo de otras 
épocas















Article #1, August 
1940
Sáenz de la 
Calzada, 
Carlos
Correo de América: 
Mensaje de los 
estudiantes 
mexicanos y 
españoles a todos 
los estudiantes de 
América





with title “Presidente 
de la Federación 
Universitaria 
Española.”













La teoria racista de 
los nazis
Article #29, July 1944 Note: “Del Boletín de 





Cultura y “Nuevo 
orden”
Article #8, June 1941 Title under byline 







































Prólogo frustrado a 
una historia de la 
literatura española










































española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 


















Soneto a nuestro 
padre San 
Francisco
Poem #60, May 
1949
Table of Contents 




Eres un romance Poem #71, April 
1957
Table of Contents 





Sobre el arte y la 
política: Los 
jovenes de America





El pueblo, juez y 
destino nuestro
Speech #41, July 1945 Note: “Discurso 
pronunciado por el 
señor general Tomás 
Sánchez Hernández, 
Sub Secretario de 
Educación Pública, 
con motivo de la 
celebración del día de 
la Victoria el día 27 
del pasado y en el VI 




















(signed J.B.C.); note: 
“Movimiento 
editorial de cuba. Los 
novelistas mexicanos 
son tan conocidos alli 
como los nacionales. 
Actores mas leidos. 
Debe coordinarse la 
actividad editorial del 












98 horas Article #32, October 
1944
Was also in Table of 
Contents for #29 but 











Utilidad de las 
matemáticas




Ego sum / Sé que 
existes / A Jesús, el 
Cristo / Señor dame 
tu paz / A María, la 
Virgen




De que te sirve? Poem #25, March 
1944






Soneto Poem #68, March 
1953
Translated by 
Salomon de la Selva 
(subheading calls it a 





El ocioso y sus 
obras: Autocrítica 
de un poeta filósofo
Essay #71, April 
1957
Translated by 





Poems #1, August 
1940
First “poeta de ayer” 
in “Poetas de ayer y 
de hoy” feature
Santos, Ninfa Amor quiere que 
muera





socialismo en la 
realidad soviética
Essay #71, April 
1957
With unsigned note; 
no translator credit
de la S., R. Ruben Darío, el 
poeta de América
Note #6, March 
1941
Introduction to poems 
by Darío; author 




Israel y la música: 





Interviewee is Igor 
Stravinsky; 
Interviewer name in 
in Table of Contents: 
T. de C.
de la Selva, 
Rogerio








pronunciada por el sr. 
Lic. Rogerio de la 
Selva, en el sepelio 
de Santiago R. de la 
Vega, en 
representación del C. 
Presidente de la 
República."
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de la Selva, 
Salomón






"Elogio del pudor" 
not in Table of 
Contents
de la Selva, 
Salomón
Pregón de la muerte 
de Helena de 
Troya / El sermón 
del padre Damián
Poems #59, February 
1949
With note by Till 
Ealling
de la Selva, 
Salomón
Oda a Bolívar / 
Romance de la 
visión primaveral 
de Anáhuac
Poems #60, May 
1949
de la Selva, 
Salomón





With by illustration 
by Santos Balmori; 
republication with 
some changes. (Note: 
“No obstante haber 
sido ya publicado este 
magnífico canto de 
Salomón de la Selva, 
se reproduce en 
versión modificada, 
que el poeta autoriza 
como definitiva; la 
ilustración que lo 
acompaña se debe a 
una especial atención 
de Santos Balmori.)
de la Selva, 
Salomón
Edna St. Vincent 
Millay
Essay #62, January 
1950
de la Selva, 
Salomón
Elegía Poem #63, June 
1950
de la Selva, 
Salomón











de la Selva, 
Salomón
Pequeña 
conferencia sobre el 
estudio del calor en 
la física moderna
Poem #66, August 
1951
Note: "Fragmentos"
de la Selva, 
Salomón











de la Selva, 
Salomón
Himno al valle de 
México y preludio 








Note: "Fragmentos de 
su Evocación de 
Pindaro"
de la Selva, 
Salomón
Acroasis sobre un 





de la Selva, 
Salomón
Santayana y su 
ardiente soledad
Essay #71, April 
1957
de la Selva, 
Salomón
Defensa del cisne Poem #72, August/
September/
October 1957
de la Selva, 
Salomón








divisional title page; 
with note by Marco 
Antonio Millán; 
translations of poems 
by Hesiod, Hipponax, 
Theognis, Solon, 
Homer





textos de Homero, 
Hesiodo, Esquilo, 
Pindarro, Sofocles, 
















El Coyote, corrido 
de la Revolución
Poem #59, February 
1949






























del libro del mismo 











Replica a las 
redondillas de Sor 
Juana Inés de la 
Cruz





Eramos juntos / La 
manzana y el niño
























Imprecación a una 
mujer nefasta / 
Ritmo del 
purificado amor / 
Soneto
Poems #59, February 
1949






Sonetos del amor y 
de la muerte





Croquis para una 
aurora

















With an illustration 
by R. Montenegro; 






















universidad y el 
pueblo




Title under byline 












Aspectos de la 






Silvano, Jose Usted y el niño Article #37, March 
1945






Los Problemas de la 
Guerra y la Paz; not 
in Table of Contents
Simó, Josette Décimas Poems #62, January 
1950





Vision de la poesía 
panameña: Desde el 








Evolución de las 
formas físicas de 



























Sonetos (I, II, III, 
IV)
Poems #25, March 
1944









Second of two issues 






















Mayor, mejor, o 
































Excerpt from Raiz y 
razón de Zapata; 





Malintzin Theatre #59, February 
1949




Geometría / Besos / 
Gracias / El amor / 
Teorias
Poems #25, March 
1944

















decisiva en la 
historia continental
Speech #37, March 
1945






Los Problemas de la 
Guerra y la Paz; note: 
“Discurso del señor 
Edward R. Stettinius, 
Secretario de Estado 
de los Estados Unidos 
de Norteamérica, 
dicho en la sesión 
plenario del día 22 de 
febrero [...] La 
traducción al español 
fué hecha por la 




Israel y la música: 





Interviewer is Teresa 
de Seilman
Sweig, Stefan Tras el rumbo del 
nombre: Américo




Cleopatra / En el 
parque / Canción de 
las Gemas











Saludo a México y 
anécdota de la 
noche mexicana





El inventario de 
Mariano José
Article #6, March 
1941
Table of Contents 













con este título las 
primicias del libro 
inédito Ciclón que el 
joven y brillante 
escritor Daniel Tapia 










Table of Contents 




El 14 de julio de 
1940: Arenga por 
Francia






























indoiberos: El dr. 
Pedro de Alba










México, El dr. 
Alfonso Pruneda











Tiquet, José Columnas de 
soledad
Poem #67, July 1952 With note by Elías 
Nandino






Speech #32, October 
1944
Note: “Discurso 
pronunciado por el 
señor Secretario de 
Educación Jaime 
Torres Bodet en la 












pronunciado por el 
señor Secretario de 
Educación Pública, 
Jaime Torres Bodet, 
en nombre del Primer 
Magistrado de la 
Nación, en la 









Speech #50, August 
1946
Note: “Discurso 
pronunciado por el 
señor Jaime Torres 
Bodet, Secretario de 
Educación Pública en 
el acto de 
inauguración de la 
Exposición de Artes 
Plásticas, efecutado 
[sic] en el Palacio de 












pronunciada por el 
Dr. Jaime Torres 
Bodet, Secretario de 
Educación Pública, 
en nombre propio y 
con la representación 
del Ejecutivo 
Nacional, frente a la 




Mientras tú te 
repartes / Aquella 
vez mis besos / Si, 
tú eras / Y fuiste 
como el vertigo / 
Deliberadamente
Poems #25, March 
1944




















Note: “Acaba de 
aparecer la magnifica 
obra de Salvador 
Toscano, 'Arte 
Precolombino de 
México y de la 
América Central', en 
la cual resume el 
conocimiento 
artístico del Arte 
Antiguo Mexicano y 
de la América 
Central. Por ser este 
libro una revelación 
en su género y por 
considerar que en su 
primer capítulo se 
ensaya una 
importante teoría 






Sies años de 
actividad nacional: 





Not in Table of 
Contents
Ubarov, A. Francisco Franco, 
agente Nazi
Article #40, June 
1945
Note: “Del Boletín de 





















Dos pinturas al oleo 






Not in Table of 








Un poema a solas / 
Soledad es amar / 
Tu ausencia es una 
pena luminosa / 
Estoy lleno de ti / 
Sangre corres por 
mis venas / El que 
no puede querer ... / 
Rimas cruzadas / 





"El que no puede 
querer ...," "Rimas 
cruzadas," and "La 
niña de cabellos 




Tres poemas a la 
rosa / Aniversario / 
Meses con erres / 
Prima ballerina / A 
Cordelia / Estar 















Una protesta contra 
la comedia 
Usigliana
Essay #60, May 
1949
Note: “Prólogo a 'La 
mujer no hace 
milagros' que habrá 






La mujer no hace 
milagros
Theatre #61, August 
1949
Table of Contents 
note: "(en edición 
suplementaria)." Play 
does not appear in the 
journal's pages this 
issue, may have been 

















Decir / Canciones / 
Angustia









Interview #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 




literature, given to 




Sonetos del tiempo 
y de la muerte







Cantiga del infante 
dormido




















No byline in Table of 
Contents; on text 
















La Nueva España 
en la cultura de 
América




El arte en la cultura 
maya






Teotihuacán Article #9, July 1941
de Valencia, 
Juan





























De Don Artemio 











Speech #37, March 
1945






Los Problemas de la 
Guerra y la Paz; note: 
“Conceptos del señor 
doctor Jacobo Varela, 
ex Ministro de 
Relaciones Exteriores 
de la República del 
Paraguay, vertidos en 
la sesión plenaria del 
día 22 de febrero.”














Note #66, August 
1951
In INTERMEDIO 
section; Table of 
Contents title: "En 





El problema de la 
tierra en España y 
en México




Title under byline 
“Ex-Subsecretario de 





Poema de la 
angustia / Los niños 
del recuerdo
Poems #61, August 
1949
"Poema de la 











header indicates that 





Datos para la 
biografía de nuestra 
patria: Personalidad 
de Mexico





Escuela socialista y 
humanismo





14 de julio, 
aniversario de la 
libertad
Article #41, July 1945
de Vega, 
Lope




Zaide Poem #12, October 
1941
In spread titled “Flor 
nueva de romances 
viejos”; paired with 
“Victorioso vuelve el 
Cid”; author 









La juventud y la 
ancianidad en la 
política
Article #4, November 
1940
Title under byline 





El embajador de 
Chile en México
Interview #10, August 
1941
Interviewee is Don 







española y W. 
Churchill
Article #28, June 
1944
Note: “Declaración 





respecto al regiment 
Franquista”; signed 
by representatives 





Romero Ortego), La 
federación de 
juventudes socialistas 
de España (Julián 
Lara, Ovidio Salcedo, 
Matías Cubillo), La 
federación iberica de 
juventudes libertarias 
(Fidel Miró), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republica de Euzkadi 
(Manuel Carabias, 
Juan Rincón), La 
juventud de izquierda 
republicana de 
Cataluña (José Piñol 
Molla, Basilio 
Bernárdez, Manuel 
Azorín), La juventud 
de esquerra de 
Catalunya (Vicente 








Sobre la muerte de 
Valencia
Note #19, July 1943 Text page surname: 
Victoria
Vidal, Fabian La nueva Italia 
quiere cobrar una 
deuda maldita
Article #47, April 
1946








Galdos: El gran 
Patriota liberal































Los temores sobre 
la U.R.S.S.




La educación y sus 
fines en México











La invitación al 
regiment Ferrel-
Peron


























simbólico en la 
obra de Valle Inclán








Zevlag, N. La ciudad, sus 
nuevos bienes y el 
corazon del poeta
Article #71, April 
1957
Zinsser, Hans Los adelantados 
científicos hacia el 
misterio del origen 
de la vida
Essay #59, February 
1949
Translated by 




Esta obsesión Poem #64, 
December 
1950
[Unsigned] Frases celebres 
indoamericanas




which is "por José 
Pavía Crespo" though 
all other pieces of 








which is "por José 
Pavía Crespo" though 
all other pieces of 









which is "por José 
Pavía Crespo" though 
all other pieces of 








which is "por José 
Pavía Crespo" though 
all other pieces of 










which is "por José 
Pavía Crespo" though 
all other pieces of 
writing are signed by 
various writers; note: 
"del discurso 
pronunciado con 













which is "por José 
Pavía Crespo" though 
all other pieces of 
writing are signed by 
various writers
[Unsigned] Acto de solidaridad 
hispanoamericana
Note #5, January 
1941
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[Unsigned] Calendario de la 
guerra
Note #5, January 
1941
[Unsigned] Departamento de 
acción juventil
Note #6, March 
1941




from the named 
Department to 
América
[Unsigned] Calendario de la 
guerra
Note #6, March 
1941
[Unsigned] Un progreso de la 
industria mexicana
Article #7, April 1941
[Unsigned] Calendario de la 
guerra
Note #7, April 1941
[Unsigned] Noticiario 
Americano
Note #8, June 1941
[Unsigned] Calendario de la 
guerra
Note #8, June 1941
[Unsigned] Noticiario 
Americano
Note #9, July 1941
[Unsigned] Calendario de la 
guerra
Note #9, July 1941
[Unsigned] Bibliotecas: una 
plausible labor del 
Departamento del 
Distrito Federal
Note #10, August 
1941
Might be an 
advertisement; not in 
Table of Contents










Note #10, August 
1941
229
[Unsigned] Calendario de la 
guerra












[Unsigned] Calendario de la 
guerra
Note #12, October 
1941
[Unsigned] Victorioso vuelve el 
Cid
Poem #12, October 
1941
In spread titled “Flor 
nueva de romances 
viejos”; paired with 
“Zaide" by Lope de 
Vega; author 
attribution not given 
for either poem.





[Unsigned] Biblioteca moderna Note #16, 
September/
October 1942





Note #18, May 
1943
[Unsigned] El centenario de 
Galdós







One page, then text 
cuts off and does not 
continue elsewhere in 
the issue
230
[Unsigned] Selección del 
Chilam Balam, 
“Hijo mio, ve a 
traerme la flor de la 
noche”
Poem #27, May 
1944
Note: “Fragmento del 
libro de Chilam 
Balam de Chuyamel, 
Monumento de la 
poesia Maya 
traducido por el poeta 
yucateco Antonio 
Mediz Bolio.”
[Unsigned] La caida de Roma y 
el segundo frente
Article #28, June 
1944
[Unsigned] La ley de 
alfabetización
Article #30, August 
1944
Text cuts off with 
indication that it will 
continue in a future 
issue






[Unsigned] Bibliotecas: Una 
plausible labor del 
Departamento del 
Distrito Federal
Article #37, March 
1945






Los Problemas de la 
Guerra y la Paz
[Unsigned] La seguridad social 
y el indigenismo
Article #42, August 
1945
[Unsigned] La primera 




Article #42, August 
1945
[Unsigned] Guzman Araujo, 
senador electo
Note #49, July 1946
[Unsigned] Comité de 
emergencia pro 
Palestina
Article #50, August 
1946
Not in Table of 
Contents
231
[Unsigned] Estimulo a Guzmán 
Araujo
Note #50, August 
1946
[Unsigned] Tres años de 






In Table of Contents, 
attributed as "Nota 
del I.M.S.S."
[Unsigned] Juicios y 
comentarios 
bibliográficos
Note #61, August 
1949
[Unsigned] Boletín del Ateneo 
Americano de 
Wáshington 
(Octubre, 1949 - 
número 1)
















[Unsigned] De nuestro olimpo 







[Unsigned] No hay por que 
tener envidia




[Unsigned] Del mejor poeta de 
Israel




[Unsigned] La intelectualidad 
mexicana y la 
sucesión 
presidencial
Note #67, July 1952 In INTERMEDIO 
section; not in Table 
of Contents




Notes #67, July 1952 In INTERMEDIO 
section
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[Unsigned] De lo legítimo y lo 
ilegítimo en la 
ambición nacional
Article #68, March 
1953
Not in Table of 
Contents
[Unsigned] La cultura se abre 
campo
Note #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 
section; not in Table 
of Contents
[Unsigned] Del autor del reino 
azul
Note #68, March 
1953
In INTERMEDIO 
section; not in Table 
of Contents
[Unsigned] Noticias y 
comentarios sobre 
la actualidad 






notes at start of issue 
and continued at end; 
untitled on text pages






notes at start of issue 
and continued at end; 
untitled on text pages
[Unsigned] Es el valor de 
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